Third Session, Commencing at 2.30 pm

AUSTRALIAN & NEW ZEALAND TOKENS

608*
Clark, Archibald, Auckland penny, 1857 (A.64). Even light
brown patina, good very fine.
$250

605*
Anderson's, D., Wellington penny, undated (A.9). Extensive
obverse die breaks, uneven dark tone, rim nicks, otherwise
good very fine.
$150

Ex Allan Sutherland Collection (lot 747) and Noble Numismatics Sale 72
(lot 523).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 738).

609*
Collins & Co., Bathurst penny, 1864 (A.72). Rim flaw, brown
and red, choice uncirculated and very rare in this condition,
one of the finest known.
$900

606*
Annand Smith & Co., Melbourne penny, undated (first issued
1849) (A.17). Original dull toned patina with traces of red,
five hairline die breaks on the reverse, uncirculated and rare
in this condition.
$500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 82 (lot 616).

610*
Davidson, A., Melbourne penny, 1862 (A.92). Slight
verdigris, very fine.
$200

607*
Bell & Gardner, Rockhampton penny, undated (A.43) by
J.C.Thornthwaite. Rim damage, otherwise good fine/fine
and rare.
$2,500
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616*
Levy, Lipman, Wellington penny, undated (A.323) Wellington
head pattern. Bluish brown patina, nearly FDC and rare.
$1,200
Ex Allan Sutherland Collection (lot 773) and Noble Numismatics Sale 72
(lot 533).

611*
Gittos, B., Auckland penny, 1864 (A.149); Gratten, R.,
Auckland penny, 1872 (A.152). Obverse die cuds on the first,
extremely fine; second good extremely fine. (2)
$200

612
J.R.Grundy, Ballaarat penny, 1861 (A.156). Dark toned,
good fine.
$50

617*
Miller Brothers, Melbourne penny, 1862 (A.374). Blue
brown patina with underlying bloom, uncirculated and rare
in this condition, one of the finest known.
$900

613
Kirkcaldie & Stains, Wellington penny and halfpenny,
undated (A.311, 312). Toned with traces of red, extremely
fine or better. (2)
$150

Ex Spink Noble Sale 36 (lot 747 part) and Noble Numismatics Sale 82
(lot 760).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 530).

618*
Milner & Thompson, Christchurch penny, 1881, in nickel
plated bronze (A.381). Struck on a nickel plated blank, a
few small edge nicks and light wear, nearly extremely fine
and possibly unique as such.
$500

614*
Levy, Lipman, Wellington penny, undated (A.321, S.128)
specimen strike with 180 degrees upset alignment. Carbon
die line in flan (like a die break), brown, uncirculated and
rare.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 770).

615
Levy, Lipman, Wellington halfpenny, undated (A.322).
Oxidised, otherwise very fine.
$70

619*
Morgan, William, Adelaide penny, 1858 (A.386). Nearly
extremely fine and scarce in this condition.
$240
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 539).
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620*
Peek and Campbell, Sydney Tea Stores, Sydney halfpenny,
1852 (A.428) by J.C.Thornthwaite. Good fine and scarce.
$200

626*
Wilson, A.S., Dunedin penny, 1857 (A.639). Even medium
brown patina with hints of mint red, good extremely fine
and very rare, possibly the finest known.
$4,000

621*
Peek and Campbell, Sydney Tea Stores, Sydney penny, 1854
(A.432), by J.C.Thornthwaite with his Australian arms
reverse. Very poor but excessively rare.
$100

627*
Holloway, Professor, London bronzed proof penny, 1857
(A.665). Nearly FDC and rare.
$1,200

622*
Perkins & Co., Dunedin halfpenny, undated (A.436). Nearly
very fine and very scarce thus.
$300
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 70 (lot 788).

623
Stokes, Thomas, Melbourne pennies, 1862 (A.508, 516, 526,
540, 542, 546, 548). Very fine or better. (7)
$150
From an old collection.

624
Taylor, W.J., Advance Australia penny, undated (A.571); also
Australian Numismatic Society One Penny Token, 18491949, in silver (34mm) (C.1949/3). The last with hairlines,
very fine - good very fine. (2)
$60

628*
Campbell, James, Morpeth silver threepence, undated but
c1854 by J.C.Thornthwaite (A.685). Holed at 12 o'clock,
otherwise very fine and extremely rare.
$2,000
Ex Australian Coin Auctions Sale 315 (lot 1336).

629*
Hogarth, Erichsen & Co., Sydney silver threepence, 1858
(A.687). Good very fine.
$500

625*
Whitty & Brown, kangaroo and emu penny, undated
(A.635). Die alignment upset to the right by 45 degrees,
inked collector's number '2' on reverse, nearly very fine for
this and rare.
$200

In a slab by NGC as VF Details, surface hairlines.
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634*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney silver threepence, 1860 (A.691).
Carbon inclusion breaks in edge of flan, otherwise good very
fine with original mint bloom.
$250

635*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney silver threepence, 1860 (A.691),
die axis 180 degrees upset. Obverse scratches (or adjustment
marks?), toned good very fine.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 524).

630*
Hogarth, Erichsen & Co., Sydney silver threepence, 1858
(A.688). Weak on right side legend, otherwise toned very
fine and rare in this condition.
$1,000
Ex Roy A.Dunstan Collection.

636*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney threepence, 1860 (A.691).
Fine.
$140
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 525).

631*
Hogarth, Erichsen & Co., Sydney silver threepence, 1858
(A.688). Nearly extremely fine and rare thus.
$500

637
Various issues, as per Andrews numbers (approx attributions)
(A.1 (2), 46, 59, 61, 125, 133, 145, 190, 209, 227, 243, 672,
660, 278, 281, 284, 309, 310, 356, 401, 418, 650, 438, 466,
497, 509, 590, 326, 623); also, M.R.Roberts medal, on three
pages. Fair - good very fine. (32)
$450

In a slab by NGC as XF Details, surface hairlines.

From an old collection.

638
Various issues, as per Andrews numbers (A.2, 14, 122, 133,
243, 280, 284, 292, 339, 356, 438, 505, 586, 666); ANS,
1949 medal in bronze, plus USA Bill and Dick 5 cents, Ohio,
token in aluminium; all in 2x2 holders on one page. Fine
- uncirculated. (16)
$200

632*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney silver threepence, 1860 (A.691)
dies upset to 180 degrees. Toned, good very fine.
$350
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 71 (lot 522).

639
Various issues, as per Andrews numbers (A.11, 12, 45, 69,
60, 61, 103 (4), 165, 133, 134, 136, 184 (2), 198, 227/203
(6), 280, 293, 301 (2), 307, 309 (3), 310 (3), 331 (pierced),
356/8 (3), 369, 370, 392, 393, 401, 433, 586/7 (7), 606,
608, 617, 640 (2), 641 (2), 642, 650 (2), 660, 666 (3), 672
(2)). Poor - very fine. (67)
$600

633*
Hogarth & Erichsen, Sydney silver threepence, 1860 (A.691,
upset 180 degrees). Well struck on a clipped flan, nearly
extremely fine.
$300

From an old collection in stapled plastic holders.
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641
Various issues, (18) including Tea Stores penny, 1853
(A.431), Marsh halfpenny (A.436), Iredale penny (A.292),
countermarked Wilson engraved 590 Pitt St; checks E.Way
(2) Coles medal; British halfpenny, Liverpool 1792; bread
tokens in aluminium (35, includes 12 of Broken Hill), and
a silver crown, 1900. Poor - uncirculated. (62)
$200
From an old collection.

642
New Zealand issues, as per Andrews numbers (A.9, 10, 19,
23, 101, 152, 164-5 (6), 276, 311 (2), 312 (2), 326 (4), 359,
379, 470, 471, 473, 497 (2), 498, 591, 610). One A.312
holed, fair - very fine. (33)
$600
From an old collection, housed in plastic stapled packets.

AUSTRALIAN SHIPWRECK COINS

The following ten lots were discovered in shipwrecks off
the Western Australian coast by Alan (Ellis) Robinson an
underwater explorer. The Western Australian government
introduced legislation to prevent Robinson benefitting
from his discoveries. Robinson challenged the legislation
in the High Court of Australia which held that the Western
Australian Government did not have the power to create
that legislation. The legislation was then passed at Federal
level.
The 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' ship was wrecked
off the coast of Western Australia, on a reef about 12km
south of Ledge Point and 120 km north of Perth, on April
28, 1656. The ship contained 193 crew and goods worth
106,400 florins and silver worth 78,600 florins. The wreck
was discovered in the 1960s and coins were recovered. The
'Zuytdorp' from the Dutch East India Company left the
Netherlands on 1 August 1711 for the port of Batavia in
Indonesia with newly minted silver coins amongst its cargo.
The ship was wrecked on a remote part of the Western
Australian coastline between Kalbarri and Shark Bay about
40km north of the Murchison River. The coins are registered
as required by law and given certificates of authenticity.
Purchasers are required to provide to the Western Australian
Maritime Museum a completed 'Notification of Transfer of
Possession' (available from Noble Numismatics Pty Ltd).
part

643
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) two reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (7.0066g). Green
corrosion deposit on reverse, nearly fine.
$150

640*
Various issues, as per Andrews numbers A.13, 14, 30, 45,
80, 83 traces of red, 95, 103, 123, 129, 133 (2), 137 (2),
141, 188, 189, 225, 254, 256, 267, 301, 320, 329, 345, 349,
356, 360, 364, 372, 374, 401, 406, 408, 409, 433 with mint
red, 462, 479, 486, 505, 576, 603, 606, 607, 617, 618, 620,
623, 638, 640, several better than average or very scarce, in
old stapled plastic holders. Fine - extremely fine. (50)
$1,500

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck.
With WesternAustralian Museum Certificate No.13189, Permit No.WA
17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

From an old collection.
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644*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) four reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (12.7411g).
Very fine.
$200

647*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) eight reales, 1652, Mexico City
Mint, assayer P (26.0602g). Very fine.
$250

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13192, Permit No.WA 17/08.

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13193, Permit No.WA 17/08.

This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

645*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) four reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (13.0090g).
Nearly very fine.
$150

648*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) cob eight reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (34.6476g total
weight). Set in a heavy silver pendant frame with loop and
ring, very fine.
$250

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13190, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13188, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

646*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) four reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (13.1436g).
Fine.
$150
Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13191, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

649*
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) cob eight reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (34.5422g total
weight). Set in a heavy silver pendant frame with loop and
ring, very fine.
$250
48

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13187, Permit No.WA 17/08.

AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL MEDALS

This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

650
Mexico, Philip IV (1621-65) cob eight reales, no visible date,
Mexico City Mint, assayer P (1634-1665), (44.5893g total
weight). Coin embedded in nearly clear plastic, inscribed
around 'Piece of Eight Gilt Dragon 1656'. Nearly very
fine.
$200
Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13184, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

653*
Captain James Cook, memorial medal, undated, in bronze
(43mm), by L.Pingo for the Royal Society in 1784 (BHM
258; Eimer 780; MH 374). Some mint red, a few small
tone spots and light rubbing on high spots, otherwise good
extremely fine.
$750

651*
Netherlands, Zeeland, six stuivers, 1711, Middelburg Mint
(4.0619g). Waterworn, otherwise nearly fine.
$100
Ex 'Zuytdorp' wreck. With Western Australian Museum Certificate
No.13195, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.

654*
Convict token, 1825, being a shaved Great Britain 1797
cartwheel penny size coin, inscribed on one side, 'Fredrick/
Morgan cast/For Death/april 8 and/respited/June 14/1825',
and on the other side, 'When/this you see/remember, me/
when I am/bound in/Slavery'. Holed near edge for wearing,
very fine and rare.
$8,000

652*
Spain, Philip IV (1621-65) eight reales, cut in half, part -636,
Segovia Mint, mint mark Aquaduct, assayer R (13.9241g).
Good very fine.
$100

Frederick Morgan was convicted of theft in London in 1825 and sentenced
to Life Imprisonment from Middlesex Goal and transported to Australia
at age 17. On 22 August 1825 he departed England on the transport ship,
Marquis of Hastings, loaded with 152 male convicts and arrived at Sydney
on 3 January 1826. After receiving a Ticket of Leave he worked as a tailor
in Sydney and later a publican at the Spread Eagle Inn at Bathurst and then
Tenterfield. He received a Conditional Pardon in 1846. In 1851 he married
Emma Woodward and they had 16 children. Frederick Morgan died of
bronchitis on 25 May 1886 at Morganville, Randwick at age 79. Three of his
sons, Frederick, Edwin and Thomas were members of the syndicate created
in 1882 that was responsible for the development of a gold mine at Ironstone
Mountain near Rockhampton, Queensland. In October 1886 the syndicate
became the Mount Morgan Gold Mining Company which went on to become
one of the most productive gold mining companies in the world.

Ex 'Vergulde Draeck' or 'Gilt Dragon' wreck. With Western Australian
Museum Certificate No.13194, Permit No.WA 17/08.
This coin cannot be removed from Australia in accordance with the
Commonwealth of Australia Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976.
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655*
Convict token, 1833, being a shaved Great Britain 1797
cartwheel penny size coin, stipple inscribed on one side,
'Mary . Ives/Aged/22 Years/Transportd/For 14/years/1833',
and upset to 9 o'clock on the other side, 'Sarah . Bacon/
When/This.You/See.Remembr/Me.Though.I/Am . Far/Away'.
Very fine and rare.
$6,000
Mary Ives was convicted in 1833 at Norfolk, Norwich Quarter Session
and sentenced to 14 years. She was transported on the ship Numa which
departed 3 December 1833 and arrived in NSW on 13 June 1834 with 138
female convicts on board. There is a gravestone for Sarah Bacon aged 71
years in Norwich, England dated 24 February 1871. It is assumed this was
Mary's sister.

657*
School medal, 1848, in silver being a plain disc fitted into a
raised edge frame (42.5mm), with a suspension loop, obverse
inscribed in running script in the centre, '1st Class,/Matilda
White,/June 13th' and in upright figures, '1848.', and around
the edge in running script, 'The future recollection will be
pleasing', on the reverse in the centre is inscribed in running
script, 'Learning/is sometimes bitter,/but its fruit/is sweet.'.
Cleaned, otherwise fine.
$100

656*
Convict related, Richmond General Penitentiary, Male
Convict Third Class identity tag or pass, in brass (38.5mm)
(D&W-) for use in the gaol in Ireland which was an
alternative to transportation. Pierced at top for wear, very
fine, unpublished and possibly unique.
$3,000

Possibly attributable to Rev Mr White who arrived in Tasmania in September
1838. He was an educator and in 1848 he was sub-warden of Launceston
Grammar School and in June 1848 he was appointed sub-warden of Christ's
College, Tasmania. As no school is mentioned on the medal above, it is
possible that Rev White, who had at least two children, gave the medal to
his daughter when she commenced 1st Class.

Richmond General Penitentiary was a prison established in 1820 at
Grangegorman, Dublin, Ireland as an alternative to transportation. It and
another prison in London, England, namely Millbank Penitentiary, were the
first prisons in the United Kingdom at the time to specialise in trying to reform
prisoners rather than punish them. This process included a combination of
solitary confinement, hard labour and religious instruction.
The Richmond prison consisted of three leading classes of men, and the
same number of females, each class being separated into three divisions,
forming eighteen in total. On committal prisoners were placed in First Class
in which they were wholly excluded from society being obliged to remain by
day and night and to work in their respective cells that were large enough
to admit a loom being erected in each. After a period in this class, prisoners
were advanced to the Second Class in which they were kept in separate cells
by night being allowed during the day to work in small divisions. After a
proper period at this level prisoners were advanced to Third Class where
further intermixing was allowed and at night slept in larger cells with three
beds to each. The type of work carried out be male prisoners was tailoring,
shoe-making and weaving as well as repairs and cleaning of the prison
building and yards. Female prisoners did washing, needle-work and knitting.
However, the rehabilitation experiment was a failure and in 1831 Richmond
ceased to be a prison.
Between 1840 and the 1880s Richmond, which then was known as
Grangegorman, was also used as a depot for women and children subject to
transportation to Van Diemen's Land. Most of the women ended up at the
Cascades Female Factory in Hobart. In 1897 the Richmond prison building
ownership changed and it became the Richmond District Lunatic Asylum.
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658*
New South Wales - South Australia - Victoria, River Murray Steam Navigation and Commerce, 1853, in bronze (77mm)
struck in England by the Royal Mint (L.C.Wyon)(C.1853/1). Edge bruise at 2 o'clock and small edge knock at 11 o'clock on
reverse, nearly extremely fine and extremely rare.
$10,000
Three gold medals were struck one for each of the following, Captain Francis Cadell, the Governor Sir Henry Fox Young and one to be held with records of
the Legislature of South Australia. None of these gold medals seem to have survived. Less than six of the original bronze medals have been recorded.

659*
Cessation of Transportation, 1853, in white metal (58mm), by the Royal Mint (C.1853/2). Nearly extremely fine/extremely
fine with some mint bloom.
$400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 82 (lot 973) and Sale 90 (lot 659).

660
Cessation of Transportation to Tasmania 1853, in white metal (58mm) by Royal Mint London (C.1853/2). Toned, nearly
extremely fine.
$150
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 772).
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662*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, instituted 1848, (1858), in
silver (51mm) by Arnoldi, reverse inscribed, 'Ploughing,
Boy's Class/1st Prize/awarded to/Wm. Dewar/Bulla
Match/1858'; another identical (1859), in silver (51mm),
reverse inscribed, 'Ploughing/Boys Class/First Prize/awarded
to/William Dewar/Gisborne 1859'. Both medals with edge
bruises and old scratches in the fields, second medal slightly
buckled, fine - good fine and a rare pair of medals to the
same recipient. (2)
$850

661*
Port Phillip Farmers Society, instituted 1848, (1856), in silver
(51mm), by Arnoldi, set in a clip-ring twisted rope frame
with suspension loop, reverse inscribed, 'Grubber/First Prize/
awarded to/Mr West/1856'. Edge nicks and old scratches in
the fields, otherwise very fine.
$400

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 93 (lot 1987).
On Wednesday 4 August 1858 the Port Phillip Farmers Society held a
ploughing match at Bulla with 18 teams entered. In the ploughing with
bullocks match for boys under 18, the winner was William Dewar ploughing
for his father, Mr John Dewar.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 93 lot 1984.
The Port Phillip Farmers Society annual exhibition of stock, dairy produce,
implements, machinery and other items was held at their own yards on
Wednesday and Thursday 22-23 October 1856. The first prize for the best
grubber (type of cultivator) was awarded to Mr West of Essendon.

On Wednesday 22 June 1859 the second annual ploughing match for
the Gisborne Branch of the Port Phillip Farmers Society was held at Mr
Campbell's farm situated between Gisborne and Riddel's Creek. The land
had not been broken up previously and this tested both men and animals.
Once again, William Dewar, ploughing for his father, was the winner of the
boys under 18 class.

lot 663

lot 663
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663*
Intercolonial Exhibition, Victoria, 1866-67, in gilded
bronze (220mm), uniface electrotype by C.Summers, special
presentation award inscribed in exergue, 'Presented/To
The/Honble S.H.Bindon. M.P. Commissioner.', mounted
in a wooden frame with glass cover. Some age spotting
and hairlines, otherwise extremely fine and scarce, possibly
unique.
$1,500
This is a scarce variety of the medallion in that it is gilded and also in the
naming area in the exergue it is engraved on a plain surface whereas the
bronze award medallions have the words, 'Medal Awarded To' die struck
in relief above a recessed panel in this area and the recipient's name is die
struck in relief inside the panel. The artist, Charles Summers, kept a gilt
version of the medal but the bottom legend is slightly different and the top
lettering is primitive.

666*
Presentation medal to Police Officer, 1876, in gold (tested to
at least 14ct; 21.10g; 34mm), a plain disc with ring surround
and suspension loop, obverse inscribed, 'Presented to/Sub
Inspector/Thomas Kerrigan/by the residents of the/district of
Maitland/as a mark of/esteem', reverse inscribed, 'Presented/
By/June 30th/1876./H.S.Badgery, Mayor'. Good very fine.
$750

Samuel Henry Bindon, as well as being the moving force behind the 1866-67
Intercolonial Exhibition at Melbourne, was also a Member of Parliament in
the State of Victoria, the Minister of Justice in 1866, Chief Judge of Gippsland
in 1869, appointed to the Chair of the Technological Commission in 1869
and in 1879 head of the Royal Commission for Penal and Prison Reform.
He died on 1 August 1879.
With extensive research.

At West Maitland, on Monday 30 June 1876 in the coffee room of Fullford's
Family Hotel the subscribers to a testimonial to Sub Inspector Thomas
Kerrigan gathered to witness the presentation. The testimonial included the
address printed below, which had been beautifully decorated by Mr. W W.
Arndell, and nicely framed and a very handsome gold watch, hunting case,
to which was attached a massive albert guard with cornelian key. To the
guard also was hanging a heavy dull-gold medal, made to the order of the
subscribers by Mr. Snow, of West Maitland, and bearing on one side the
inscription, 'Presented to Sub-inspector Thomas Kerrigan, by the residents
of the district of Maitland, as a mark of esteem', and on the other side,
'June 30 1876'. On the inner case of the watch, the following words were
engraved, 'Presented to Sub-inspector Thomas Kerrigan, by the residents of
the district of Maitland, as a mark of esteem. 30th June, 1876'. There was
also an oaken case, containing a complete dessert set. The watch, chain, and
dessert set were purchased by the committee from Messrs. B. Griffiths and
Son, of West Maitland.
The Mayor, Mr H.S.Badgery, presided over the gathering and the testimonial
address details were as follows,
Dear Sir,- We regret to hear that the Government of New South Wales have
transferred the sphere of your labours as an officer in the Police Department
of the colony, to Port Macquarie, and we take advantage of the occasion to
present you with the accompanying testimonial as conveying as faint proof
of the esteem and regard in which you are held as a citizen and an officer.
During twenty-three years of eminent and zealous service amongst us, we
have ever observed in you those qualities which would endear you to us as a
friend, and command our respect and admiration for you in your responsible
public position. We have found that you have ever taken a broad, intelligent,
and comprehensive view of your duties; and whilst remembering the claims
of your office, you have never forgotten those gentler claims which entitle
you to the name of gentleman; and we have no hesitation in saying that
you have occupied the rare position of being a terror to evildoers, and of
obtaining the respect of both the evil and the good.

664*
Intercolonial Exhibition, Victoria, 1866-67, in bronze
(220mm), uniface electrotype by C.Summers, special medal
awarded to 'T.Robinson & Co', struck in relief. Mounted in
a wooden frame, glazed cover missing, polished, otherwise
very fine.
$500

We feel that your departure from amongst us will be experienced as a loss by
all classes of this community; and while congratulating you on your deserved
promotion, we cannot forget that we are being deprived of the presence
of one who has rendered this colony good service. We wish you and your
respected family all health, prosperity, and happiness, wheresoever God in
his Good Providence may cast your lots.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 51 (lot 981).

665
Visit of Prince Edward Duke of Edinburgh to Australia,
H.M.S.Galatea, 1867, in white metal (47mm) (C.1867/2),
with suspension hole; Queen Victoria's 60th Year of
Reign, 1837-1897, in silver (24mm) (C.1897/87) (Western
Australia), with suspension hole; Sesqui Centenary of the
Holey Dollar, 1963, in oxidised silver (38mm) (C.G/5),
in case, by Numismatic Association of Victoria; also an
invitation from The Governor and Lady Wakehurst to Miss
Andrews to attend a Garden Party on 28 January 1938 (to
commemorate the 150th Anniversary of NSW). The first
with several scratches on both sides, otherwise good very
fine, the second nearly extremely fine, the third uncirculated
and the last with some light foxing, very fine.
$150

Yours faithfully,
(A number of gentlemen had appended their signatures to the address.)
The proceedings were brought to a close by the company singing a verse of
the National Anthem.
In March 1866 Senior Sergeant Thomas Kerrigan, his rank at the time,
arrested Mary Ann Bugg, the bushranger Captain Thunderbolt's wife and
accomplice and as she titled herself, 'the Captain's Lady', charging her with
vagrancy. He took her to Stroud Police Station where she was tried, convicted
and sentenced to 6-months imprisonment at Maitland Goal.

With an article on the NAV medallion.
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667*
Acclimatization Society, Victoria, 1878, in silver (58mm)
by J.S.& A.B.Wyon Sc/1868/T.Landseer A.R.A. Adj in
exergue (C.1868/3), inscribed around edge 'Presented to the
Chairman of the Melbourne Ice Coy July 1878'. With case
of issue, good extremely fine.
$1,000

668*
Acclimatization Society, Victoria, in silver (51mm) by J.S.&
A.B.Wyon/SC/1868/T.Landseer A.R.A. Adj in exergue
(C.1868/3) engraved around edge 'Presented to Frank
Buckland Esqre For Services Rendered to The Colony'.
Very fine.
$1,000

Awarded for assistance in the preservation of salmon roe destined for the
mountain streams of Tasmania.

Ex Bentleigh Collection.

Ex Bentleigh Collection.
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671
Richmond City Regatta, Decr 1884, handcrafted medalet
in gold (1.9g, 17x19mm shield shape), inscribed on reverse
'Maiden GIG Fours/Won By/Williamstown/F.Ogden/
Coxwain (sic)'; also Medical Students Society, skull and
cross bones lapel pin by Stokes. Very fine. (2)
$70
A Gig is a streamlined type of open rowing boat.

672*
Caledonian Society's Sports trophy, 1884, an emblematic
heart shaped shield in electrotype (approx 41x37cm), by
Elkington, with suspension fittings on reverse for wall
hanging, hollow back pressed metal in silvered copper
with brass highlights, design featuring a resting lion at top
facing left and at each side an angel, in the centre is a cherub
between two discs, in these at the left are bicyclists on pennyfarthing bicycles, at the right hurdlers and in a featured
section below are runners, above the cherub is a recessed
plaque inscribed, 'Won by W.Tregonning/at the Caledonian
Societys Sports/Adelaide Oval 1884', below the runners is a
company trademark at the left and at the right, 'Elkington
& Co Fec'. Good very fine and rare.
$500

669*
Acclimatization Society, Victoria, in bronze (58mm) by
J.S.& A.B.Wyon/SC/1868/T.Landseer A.R.A. Adj in exergue
(C.1868/3), engraved around edge 'Awarded to Frank
Buckland Esq Melbourne 1868'. Very fine.
$750
Ex Bentleigh Collection.

The third annual sports of the South Australian Caledonian Society took place
at Adelaide oval on Monday 14 April 1884 with about 9,000 in attendance
including His Excellency the Governor Sir W.C.F.Robinson KCMG with his
two daughters and his Aide-de-Camp. Among the sports was cycling. At the
opening, 54 bicycles paraded representing the clubs of South Australia, Ariel,
North Adelaide and Norwood.
The bicycle events excited the crowd the most. The Champion mile event
with eight competitors caused great excitement and the final heat resulted in a
magnificent contest between W.Tyler and H.Tregonning. Heat one was a dead
heat and W.Tyler won the final by a narrow margin. However, the three and
five miles handicap races, which were for one prize, resulted in another keen
contest between Tyler and Tregonning. Ten cyclists competed on handicap.
The first event was won by H.Tregonning (50 yds) from W.Tyler (scr) and
T.Atkins (150 yds) in third place. The second event was won by T.Atkins
(370 yds), who had a good handicap start, from H.Tregonning (90 yds) with
W.Tyler (Scr) third. The competition was points based, so Tregonning (9 pts)
was first, Atkins (8 pts) second and Tyler (7 pts) third.
Prizes for the day's events were distributed in the evening by Mrs Allan
Campbell, wife of the Chief of the South Australian Caledonian Society, at
a social gathering at the Adelaide Town Hall.

670*
Victoria Police, Victorian Constabulary, Senior Officers
helmet plate, c1880. Very fine.
$500
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673*
NSW (New South Wales) Soudan Contingent, 1885, in gilt
and enamel (29x21mm) by G.A.Miller, Sydney. Extremely
fine.
$300

674
Medalets, struck in Commemoration of the Colonial &
Indian Exhibition, 1886, in bronze (19mm), another different
style in silver (23mm) and another identical in bronze
(23mm), all with suspension loop (C.1886/5, 9 [2]). Nearly
fine - very fine. (3)
$90

676*
Centennial International Exhibition, Melbourne, 1888, in
bronze (76mm) (C.1888/8) by Melbourne Mint - Stokes &
Martin, impressed around edge 'Wm Rattray Esq.' Small
edge nicks and some spotting, good very fine.
$150
William Rattray of Ballarat received his medal for service as a Juror.

675*
Melbourne Total Abstinence Society, undated (c1885),
in bronze (46mm), by Ottley (Birmingham). Pierced for
suspension as issued, small edge bumps or nicks and some
oxidation on obverse, otherwise good very fine.
$100
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679
Queen Victoria's Sixtieth Year of Reign, 1897, in bronze
(26mm) (C.1897/88), holed for suspension; State of
Queensland, 1901, in bronze (31mm) (C.1901/37), holed
for suspension; Centenary of South Australia, 1936, in
gilt bronze (31mm) (C.1936/1), with suspension lug; OTC
25th Anniversary, 1972, in silvered (74mm) (C.1972/11),
cased; Golden Oldies, Perth, 1991, in fine silver (one ounce)
(40mm), by Perth Mint, in case with certificate; also New
Zealand, H.M.S.Ophir In Which Their Royal Highnesses
Came To N.Z. Children's Souvenir, 1901, in bronze (27mm)
(M.1901/6) (4), all with pierced hole for suspension. Poor
- uncirculated. (9)
$60
680
Transvaal, 1900 medalet, in silver (22mm) by Stokes
(c.1899-00/6); Sydney Hospital Foundation 1909, in silver;
SS Cronulla (28mm) (c.1909/11); Dunlop Road Race,
Warrnambool - Melbourne, Time Medallion, 1924, 'F Butler/
8hr 13mins 41secs'; Royal Agricultural Society of New South
Wales, Sydney, in bronze (54mm), by Stokes, inscribed 'Royal
Easter Show/1937", reverse, 'Awarded To/R.E.Goddard';
others, including 1887 Granville (Fairong) (C.1897/90),
1928 Eucharistic Conference by Amor (C.1928/31), three
bread tokens, tradesmen tokens A.121, 433, 479, 556 (2),
and thin 1943 halfpenny. Fair - extremely fair. (15)
$200

677*
Centennial International Exhibition Melbourne, 1888, in
bronze (76mm) (C.1888/8), by Melbourne Mint - Stokes
and Martin, edge impressed, 'A.Bennet. Very fine.
$100

681*
Mildura, fob medal struck in gold (15ct, 19.5g, 40mmx35mm),
no maker, ring top suspension, reverse inscribed 'Presented/
By a Few/Catholics of Mildura/To Sen.Con.Carter/In
Recognition Of His Services/In The Divorce Case/Hall v
Hall/On Feby 27th 1901'. Very fine.
$1,500

A.Bennet won first prize for Pigeons-Jacobins.

In June 1899 Charles Hall, butcher of Mildura, sought a divorce from his
wife, Jane Hall, on the grounds of misconduct with a young man named
Wilson, and a decree nisi was granted. Subsequently the Attorney-General
intervened and instructed the Crown-Solicitor to apply for a rehearing of
the case. At the hearing Wilson admitted that his story about intimacy with
the respondent was trumped up and that he had been paid by the petitioner
to tell it to the court. At the close of the petitioner's case Mr Justice Hood
said the story by the petitioner was full of contradictions and absurdities.
His case was made up of conspiracy, fraud and perjury, which, had the court
been aware of, the decree nisi would never have been granted. He would
commit Bornholm (one of the witnesses) and Hall for perjury, would set aside
the decree nisi, with costs against petitioner, and he strongly recommended
that an inquiry be instituted to see if there was sufficient evidence to prefer
a charge of conspiracy. The two men were committed for trial.

678*
Melbourne Exhibition, 1888-9, in gold (17mm) by Stokes
and Martin (C.1888-9/ ). Large hole, nearly extremely fine
and rare.
$300

The series of cases were sensational at the time with Mildura's first
policeman, Senior Constable Ambrose Beaumont Carter being instrumental
in investigating.
With research.
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682
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria, in silver
(35mm) by Stokes & Martin, reverse inscribed 'Alexander
Biggar/1908', edge inscribed, '3rd. Prize, Border Leicester
Ewe, With Lamb'. Holed at top edge for suspension loop,
otherwise very fine.
$80

683*
National Rifle Association of New South Wales, Teams Rifle
Match N.R.A.Council & U.S.A.Navy, Sydney, Aug.26/08,
competition medal in bronze (39mm), by W.J.Amor, edge
inscribed, 'H.B.Jamieson'; Australia's 150th Anniversary,
1938, in oxidised silver plate (57mm) by Amor (C.1938/1),
edge inscribed, 'H.B.Jamieson Chairman, N.R.A. of
N.S.W. 150th. Anniversary Prize Meeting.'; National
Rifle Association of New South Wales medal in silver and
enamel (30mm) with scroll suspension and brooch bar
'Life Member'; N.S.W.R A Council cross in silvered bronze
(27x26mm), with brooch bar suspender; Royal Life Saving
Society Bronze Medallion (30mm, type 3 1914-24), reverse
inscribed 'H.B.Jamieson 10.5.1917'; another Royal Life
Saving Society Bronze Medallion (32mm, type 2 19041914), reverse inscribed, 'R.Jamieson 18.4.1911' (related to
H.B.Jamieson), in a case. The first with traces of mint red
under toning, good extremely fine and scarce, the rest very
fine - extremely fine. (6).
$500
The Teams Rifle Match was held at Randwick Rifle Range between teams
of twenty shooters selected from members of the US Fleet and the National
Rifle Association Council Teams. The NRA team was selected on the basis
that the event was more of a social occasion than a serious event and as
well, the American sharp pointed bullet was used which reacted differently
to wind variations and required less elevation at 600 yards, thus putting the
Australian team at a disadvantage. The US Fleet team won the event 1884
to 1755. After the event a dinner was held at the rifle range and medals
were distributed. All medals were bronze with a total of 40 issued, one to
each team member.
The 150th Anniversary Rifle Meeting of the NRA of NSW was held at
Anzac Rifle Range, Liverpool finishing up on Saturday 12 February 1938. It
was the largest rifle meeting held in the Empire up to that time and also the
largest sporting event held in Australia. Mr H.B.Jamieson was Chairman of
the Council of the NRA. He was appointed Commandant of the Australian
Team to compete in the Empire Match against leading shooters from Great
Britain, South Africa and New Zealand in February 1938.
Mr Jamieson died on 28 October 1947 after serving continuously for 41
years as a member of the NRA council, being Chairman from 1929-1947.
He represented NSW as a delegate to the Commonwealth Council of Rifle
Associations from 1927 until his death. In 1938 Jamieson House, at Anzac
Rifle Range Liverpool was opened in his honour. In 1939 he was awarded
an MBE for his services to rifle shooting in Australia. In 1968 Anzac Rifle
Range closed and a new Jamieson House was opened at Long Bay Rifle
Range, Malabar and became the new office for the NSW Rifle Association
(renamed from NRA of NSW).
lot 683 part
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684*
SMS Emden, Kreigs Spiel-Marke, 1914/6, commemoratives
by Lauer Nuremburg in white metal (14mm), one for Captain
von Muller, the other for Lieut Captain von Mucke. Toned
with some oxidation, otherwise very fine and rare. (2)
$250

687*
Gallipoli, Marschall Liman von Sanders Pascha, 1915-1916,
in dark bronze (98mm), by Max Lange 1916, obverse, facing
uniformed bust of von Sanders, reverse, naked warriors
fighting on shore's edge with swimmer looking up from the
water, across the top, 'Dardanellen 1915-1916'. Reference
number 749 painted on reverse but easily removed, extremely
fine and very scarce.
$600

685*
Malvern Ladies Rifle Club, handcrafted fob in gold (9ct, 5.2g,
24mm) obverse with crossed rifles on target and inscribed
on outer circle 'Malvern Ladies Rifle Club 1915', reverse
inscribed 'Captains Trophy/won by/Miss L.Appleton'. Very
fine.
$150

A rare reference to the Gallipoli campaign on a German medal.

686
Gallipoli Landing, 25 April 1915, in silvered (25mm)
(C.1915/7), with suspension, by Prouds Ltd; A.I.F. Memorial
Building badge, Aug 2, 1918, voided design in gilt and
enamel (21mm), by Amors; Remembrance tinnie; Australian
Commonwealth silver button (EVIIR), by Stokes; Royal
Australian Navy gilt buttons (KC) (3, two large by Firmin
& Sons, one small by Smith & Wright Ltd); also Belfast
Academical Institution, 1810, in bronze (48mm) (Eimer
1013), by T.W.Ingram, unnamed; pocket watch lid only, in
0.800 silver (5.05g). The Belfast medal heavily scratched,
the first medal toned extremely fine, overall poor - extremely
fine. (9)
$50

688*
In Commemoration of 1917 (The Lily White Association),
in silver (28x22mm) by English maker 'REG 2771 STG
SILVER' stamped '1262' on reverse, includes silver coloured
chain. Very fine and rare.
$100
Membership was only open to those strikers who did not go back to work
during the N.S.W General Strike of 1917.
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689
Arthur Yates and Co, Sydney and Auckland, in silver
(39mm), by Amor, inscribed 'MRS ALLAN MCDONALD/
DROUIN/1917'; Gates Medal, Horticultural Society
of NSW in bronze (44m), by Amor, inscribed 'MISS
H.JAMIESON/10.11.1956/ROYAL'; Centenary of Western
Australia in bronze (38 mm), by the Royal Mint, Perth
(C.1929/2); 200th Anniversary of Cook, 1770-1970 in
bronze (57mm), on display stand (C.1970/39d); also Sydney
International Exhibition 1879, in bronze (76mm) (only fine);
Anzac, Australian Comforts Fund, S.A. Division, in bronze
(52mm), by Stokes and Sons (C.ZN/1); other medalets (5),
Australasian Society of Engineers, enamelled silver badge
(S.64) and a test strike of City of Papakura, in brass, reverse
'For Outstanding Service'. Very good - extremely fine. (13)
$250

694*
Tasmanian Shilling, Centenary, 1823-1923, in silver
(31mm), by Stokes for Alfred Chitty (C.1923/4). Toned,
uncirculated.
$300
Mintage of only 50.

695
Swimming, selection of swimming prize medals, Hurstville
Amateur Swimming Club noted, also London Banks
Amateur Swimming Assn prize medals in silver (27mm),
1923; another, 1926; London Schools Swimming Association
(41x30mm), 1927. Fine - extremely fine. (9)
$40

690*
E.W.Cole, Coles Book Arcade, Melbourne, in bronze (31mm)
(C.1918/1, Dean 97). Uncirculated.
$170

691
E.W.Cole, Coles Book Arcade, Melbourne, in gilt (31mm)
(Dean 55). Extremely fine.
$100
696*
South Australian Chamber of Manufactures, All Australian
Exhibition, 1925, in silver (32mm), reverse inscribed,
'A.F.A.Irwin/Architectural/Drawing'. Toned, nearly
extremely fine.
$100
The All Australian Exhibition was held in Adelaide under the auspices of the
Chamber of Manufactures. It was opened by the Prime Minister of Australia
on 28 March 1925. In the Apprentices under Commonwealth Education
Scheme, Section E, Engineering and Architectural Drawing - A.F.A.Irwin was
awarded a silver medal and part group prize for architectural drawings.

692*
Prince of Wales, visit to Sydney, 1920, pin-backed badge
in silvered bronze and enamel (29x29mm) by G.A.Miller,
Sydney. Good very fine.
$100

693
Prince of Wales, Visit to Australia, 1920, medalets (C.1920/5
silvered and gilt, 1920/6 gilt); tin badges (4); lapel pins (2);
together with Visit to Canada, 1919, in white metal (33mm);
Visit to South Africa, 1925, in bronze (5) includes Borough
of King William's Town, Natal, Capetown and S.Africa/
Z.Afrika (2). Good fine - good very fine. (15)
$120
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697*
Bert Hinkler, London to Darwin Flight, 1928, in oxidised silver plate (50mm), by Stokes and Sons (C.1928/1). Toned, good
extremely fine.
$200
698
Bjelke Petersen Bros School of Physical Culture, Honor Badge Second Grade, c1920s, in sterling silver and enamel (26x28mm),
with pin back (securing lug missing), by Miller & Sons. Good very fine.
$50
With information on the School history.

699
Southern Cross Sunbeam Society, medal in bronze (36x32mm) with loop mount, obverse, cross with star, reverse with 'Presented
to/Pearl Ashley/for collecting £5 for the/little folks cots of the /Southern Cross Sunbeam Society/at the Melb. Hospital/for
sick children'. With some fire damage, otherwise good fine.
$100

700*
Melbourne Centenary Royal Show, 1934, in silvered bronze (54mm) by Stokes (C.1934/6), inscribed on reverse, 'Pony Mare/
Over 13 Not Over 14H./Second/V.K.Knee/'Miss Roselyn'. With small edge nicks, otherwise good very fine/extremely fine.
$150

part

701*
Victoria, Melbourne Centenary Celebrations, 1934, in silver, another in bronze (64mm) (C.1934/9), by G.Rayner Hoff. Toned,
good extremely fine - uncirculated. (2)
$300
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702*
Victoria Centenary Celebrations, 1934, in bronze (64mm) (C.1934/9), by G.Raynor Hoff. A few minor spots, otherwise
uncirculated.
$150

703
Australia's 150th Anniversary, 1938 in oxidised silver plate (57mm) by Amor (C.1938/1). Good extremely fine.
$50
Ex Terry Naughton Collection, from Strand Coins, 15/8/12.

704
Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of Australasia, gilt badges, one enamelled, both to Brother F.Roth, 1947 and 1963, Lodge
27, Mudgee. Extremely fine. (2)
$50

705*
Separation 1851/Federation 1901, issued 1951, in bronze (58mm), (C.S/2), by A.Meszaros, issued by Numismatic Association
of Victoria. Uncirculated.
$100

706
Australian Institute of Builders medal, undated (c1950s), in oxidised bright bronze (63.5mm), trial pieces by Paul Beadle,
one uniface design of obverse featuring, amorial bearings of the institute, and one uniface of the reverse featuring symbolic
design of the practice of building. Uncirculated. (2)
$100
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707*
Bryant Medal, undated (c1956), in oxidised bright bronze (64mm), by Paul Beadle, reverse features crest of Hawkesbury
Agricultural College and a Latin legend translated to, 'The father of tillage himself did not wish the way to be easy'. In case
by John Pinches London, uncirculated.
$100
John Bryant graduated from Hawkesbury Agricultural College in 1922 with a diploma in agriculture and recipient of the College Honours Medal. He went
on to pioneer many new processes and products and held many prominent positions within the dairy industry. He died in 1974.

708
Bryant Medal, undated (c1956), one in medium oxidised bright bronze and the other heavily oxidised (64mm), by Paul Beadle,
reverse features crest of Hawkesbury Agricultural College and a Latin legend translated to, 'The father of tillage himself did
not wish the way to be easy'. The first with some spotting on obverse, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$100
Possibly trial oxidisation runs (see previous entry for medal with a lighter oxidisation process).

709*
Australian Institute of Builders medal, undated (c1950s), in oxidised bright bronze (63.5mm), a prototype by Paul Beadle,
obverse, amorial bearings of the institute, reverse, symbolic design of the practice of building. In case of John Pinches London,
some spotting, otherwise uncirculated.
$100
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710*
R.A.I.A. (Royal Australian Institute of Architects) medal, undated (c1960), in bronze (63.5mm), by Paul Beadle; another
identical but in silvered bronze. The first in case, one small scratch on obverse, otherwise uncirculated; the second with some
spotting and discolouration on high spots, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$150
The RAIA medal is awarded annually by the Australian Institute of Architects but in gilt bronze.

711*
University of New South Wales, prize medal, For Distinguished Service To Industrial Design, undated (c1960), in oxidised
bright bronze (63.5mm), by Paul Beadle, a sample strike. In John Pinches London case, uncirculated.
$100

712*
University of New South Wales, prize medal, For Distinguished Service To Industrial Design, undated (c1960), in dark oxidised
bright bronze (63.5mm), by Paul Beadle, a sample strike. In John Pinches London case, uncirculated.
$100
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713*
University of New South Wales prize medal, For Distinguished Service To Industrial Design, undated (c1960), a lead trial
strike (64mm) (74mm including untrimmed edge excess), by Paul Beadle. In unofficial case, extremely fine.
$100

714*
University of New South Wales, prize medal, For Distinguished Service To Industrial Design, undated (c1960), in oxidised
bright bronze (63.5mm), by Paul Beadle, a sample strike of the obverse design featuring the University's crest; International
Year of the Child (IYC), 1979, in cupro nickel (70mm), by Paul Beadle, a crude striking with obverse design in relief and the
reverse design incuse, features two children with arms raised facing on obverse and their backs on the reverse. Extremely
fine - uncirculated. (2)
$100
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716*
Andor Meszaros, 1960, uniface large portrait plaque in
bronze (18cm), by Paul Beadle, features head of Meszaros
left; a plaster casting of the exact same portrait plaque
(18cm); a plaster mould for a portrait medal featuring the
same bust design of Meszaros (10.3cm), by Paul Beadle and
marked in medal design, '1962 Andor.Meszaros'; all samples.
Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$150
717
Anniversary of National Service Medal, 3778136 H.J.Storer,
engraved and in case of issue, with miniature; Royal Life
Saving Society medals (4) including Bronze Cross, Bronze
Medallion, Intermediate Star, Award of Merit, all awarded
to H.Storer, 1960; together with a small group of enamelled
lapel and fob badges, Returned from Active Service; RSL
1964, 1970; Scottish Ex Service Association; Essendon
Returned Servicemens Club; Essendon Club 1970; MCC
1968-69; Swan Hill Bowling Club; Royal Australian Army
Provost Corps, cap badge 1958-59; 25th Anniversary of the
NAV, 1971, silvered bronze (C.1971/2) presented to H.Storer
3.8.1976. Very fine - extremely fine. (16)
$200

part

715*
University of Sydney, prize medal, Stephenson Turner
Scholarship, undated (c1960), in oxidised bright bronze
(63.5mm), by Paul Beadle, sample strikes, one slightly more
oxidised than the other, obverse design features University of
Sydney crest with motto as legend. A few areas of spotting
on both, otherwise uncirculated. (2)
$150

718*
K.G.Luke, display board of medals, 1962-63, glued to board
bearing gold blocked descriptive text, on the left side are
issues for British Empire & Commonwealth Games, Perth,
Western Australia, 1962, of Participant's medallion (obverse
and reverse), Prize medallions, Gold (obverse) with metal
laurel decorated neck chain, Silver (reverse), and Bronze
(obverse), Official's badge, and on the right side are issues for
First Asian Cycling Championships, Kuala Lumpur, Malaya,
1963, Participant's medallion (obverse), Prize medallions,
Gold (obverse) with neck ribbon, Silver (obverse), and Bronze
(reverse). The last bronze medallion with some dark spots,
otherwise uncirculated.
$1,000

Stephenson & Turner (1938-95) were architects who pioneered the modernist
movement in Australian architecture.

Ex Spink Noble Sale 35A (lot 603).

719*
B(onnie) D(oon) G(olf) C(lub) 1897, (issued c1960s?), lapel
badges in 9ct gold (both 15.5mm; one is 2.35g and the other
is 2.93g, both weighed without brass securing discs), design
features the club's emblem of a thistle above crossed golf
clubs, at the sides BD and GC and below 1897. Extremely
fine. (2)
$100
Bonnie Doon, founded in 1897, is one of Sydney's best and oldest golf courses
situated only 15 minutes south of the city.

lot 716 part
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722
First Man on the Moon, 1969, in oxidised white metal
(34mm) (C.1969/18) in holder; Papal Visit, 1986, in bronze
(32mm) (C.1986/67); City of Campbelltown/South Australia
150 Years, 1986, in bronze (39mm) (4, each in a different
shade of bronze, all with neck suspension cords, three dark
green and one light green), by McAveney, Adelaide (C.
not listed) (possibly samples?); Commonwealth Flyfishing
Championships, Tasmania, 2012, in white metal (50mm);
Our T.A.A. Olympic Yachting Classes Selection Trials/In
Appreciation for Assistance Given C.Y.C.S.A. North Haven,
undated, uniface in bronze (51mm). The second heavily
toned, otherwise uncirculated. (8)
$70

720*
Nestle lapel badge, undated (c1960s?), in 14ct gold (15mm;
3.58g, weighed without brass securing fitting), by Angus &
Coote, features company logo of a bird feeding 3 baby birds
in nest. Extremely fine.
$100

723
Captain Cook 200th Anniversary, 1970, in 18ct gold (2, one
44mm, 1.75oz; the other 32mm; 0.75oz) (C.1970/36, 37),
by Matthey Garrett, both with edge number 1276. In case of
issue with certificate number 1276, uncirculated. (set of 2)
$2,500
724
Captain Cook 200th Anniversary, 1970, in 18 carat gold
(1.75oz; 44mm) (C.1970/37) by Matthey Garrett, edge
number 615. Uncirculated.
$1,900
725
Captain Cook 200th Anniversary, 1970, in 18 carat gold
(32mm; 0.75oz) by Matthey Garrett (C.1970/36). Set in 18ct
surround mount with suspension loop, uncirculated.
$750
726
Captain Cook Bi-Centenary Celebrations, Presented by the
Shire of Shoalhaven, 1970, in bronze (38mm) (C.1970/27);
Sutherland Shire Commemoration, Awarded by the Captain
Cook Bi-Centenary Commemoration Committee, 1970,
in gilt, silvered and bronze (38mm) (C.1970/33) (3).
Uncirculated. (4)
$50
Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

727
The Voyages of Captain James Cook, series of twenty
proof medals in 24 carat gold-plated sterling silver (38mm,
each 20.2 g) by Franklin Mint, each medal in a transparent
display holder and accompanied by an individual historical
information sheet. FDC. (20)
$300
728
Elizabeth II, Voyages of Captain James Cook, proof 24ct gold
on sterling silver medallions (38mm, total weight 414g) by
Franklin Mint, set of twenty medallions. In a presentation
book with description cards, FDC. (20)
$250
729
Sydney Cove Medallion, Wedgwood medallion in buff
coloured Jasper, (1975), reproduction for Old Sydney Town,
(75mm) (C.E/5), reverse with printed seal and name, 'Old
Sydney Town/Heritage Park/Somersby' and numbered 240.
In case with certificate, uncirculated.
$70

721*
Sir Winston Churchill/Sir Robert Menzies, 1966 in gold
(18ct, tot wt 108.9g in two medallions) by Matthey Garrett
(C.1966/9, 10). FDC. (2)
$3,500
Ex Ron Saunders Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 816).
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730
Bronze cast of Captain Cook's ship Endeavour, on timber
backing with framed surround (34.5x36cm; casting
27.5x28cm; tot wt 4.74kg), with wall hanging suspension
rings attached. Some oxidation, otherwise very fine.
$60

734
The Prime Ministers of Australia, complete set of twenty two
medals in gold plated sterling silver by the Franklin Mint
and Stokes Australasia in 1976. In two frames and slip-case
of issue, FDC. (22)
$400

Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

735
Assorted medals, Golden Jubilee Sydney Harbour Bridge
1982 (MR.Roberts C.1982/26) (2), Royal Heir 1982 (MR.
Roberts C.1982/23) (2), Royal Visit 1983 (MR.Roberts
C.1983/30), fine silver (30g) Broken Hill Centenary 1983
(C.1983/30), silver 175th Anniversary Holey Dollar and
Dump 1988 (C.1988/19) (2), Australian Bicentenary
Celebration of a Nation 1988 (C.1988/B95), Australian
Bicentenary 1988 (C.1988/B36,B40) (2). In packs of issue,
very fine - uncirculated. (11)
$70

731
Norfolk Island, Bi-Centenary of Discovery by James Cook,
1774-1974, in silver (57mm) by Amor (C.1974/10); BiCentenary of Settlement, 1788-1988, in oxidised silver plate
and bronze (57mm) (2) by Amor Philip Gidley King (edge
No.235 and 256); also gilt medalet (32mm); sesquicentenary
2006 in bronze (38mm) by Adelaide Mint; 2001 three coin
proof set with twenty cents for Norfolk Island; and 2002
146th Anniversary of Settlement of Pitcairners in 1856, in gilt
bronze (38mm) by the Adelaide Mint No.184. Uncirculated
- FDC. (7)
$150

Ex D.A.Garland Collection.

Ex Sir William Heseltine Collection.
Sir William Frederick Payne Heseltine, GCB GCVO AC QSO (born 17 July
1930) was Private Secretary to Queen Elizabeth II from 1986 to 1990. He
is the son of H. W. Heseltine, a primary school master in East Fremantle,
Western Australia. He was educated at Richmond Primary School, Christ
Church Grammar School, Claremont, Western Australia, and the University
of Western Australia, where he received a 1st class BA (Hons) in history.
He joined the Prime Minister's Department (Australia) in 1951, where he
remained until 1962. He was Private Secretary to Sir Robert Menzies, Prime
Minister, 1955-1959, and Acting Official Secretary to Viscount De L'Isle,
Governor-General, May to August 1962. In 1960-1961 he was temporary
Assistant Press Secretary to the Queen. From 1962-1964 he was Assistant
Federal Director of the Liberal Party of Australia, and in 1964 was attached
to The Age (Melbourne). In the same year he was attached to Princess
Marina for her tour of Australia. He joined the Press Office of the Royal
Household as Assistant Press Secretary to the Queen in 1965-1967. He was
Press Secretary 1968-1972. In 1972 he was moved to the Private Secretary's
Office proper, becoming Assistant Private Secretary. In 1977 he was promoted
to Deputy Private Secretary, and in April 1986 to Private Secretary to the
Sovereign, and Keeper of the Queen's Archives. He retired in October 1990.
He was appointed an Extra Equerry while Deputy Private Secretary to the
Queen. He has been a company director from 1991, including chairman of
NZI Insurance Australia Ltd 1992 (deputy 1991-1992); director of NZI
Insurance New Zealand 1996; P&O Australia Ltd 1990-; and West Coast
Telecasters Ltd 1991-1996.

736
XII Commonwealth Games Brisbane, 1982, in silver (edge
no.4) and aluminium (50mm) (C.1982/10) (2); Mount
Morgan Centenary of First Gold Discovery, 1982, in bronze
(40mm) (C.1982/21); The Spanish Club Ltd Sydney, 1982,
in bronze (51mm) (C.1982/27); another identical but
without central wording on reverse (C.1982/27a); S.H.S.
Centenary, 1983, in gilt aluminium (47mm) (C.1983/1);
Wendouree Rowing Club Centenary, 1983, in gilt bronze and
enamel (48mm) (C.1983/3), with pierced suspension hole;
Sydney Opera House 10th Anniversary, 1983, in cast zinc
(55x35mm) (C.1983/4); G.D. & G. F. Dean Celebrating 25
Years of Service, 1983, in aluminium (40mm) (C.1983/46);
The Silver City Pastoral & Agricultural Assn 100 years,
1983, in copper (42mm) (C.1983/55). In coin holders,
uncirculated. (10)
$100

See also lot (1961) for other medals presented to Sir William Heseltine.

Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3137).

737
Wagerup Refinery Official Opening, 1984, in aluminium
(46mm) (C.1984/27); 125 Years Queensland/Redlands
District, 1984, in gilt bronze (40mm) (C.1984/32) (2, light
gilt and dark gilt); New South Wales Fire Brigades 100 Years,
1984, in cast silvered bronze (42mm) (C.1984/33); Maitland
Boys' High School Centenary, 1984, in gilt bronze (43mm)
(C.1984/39); Australia Post Award 175th Anniversary of
Postal Services in Australia, 1984, in silvered bronze (45mm)
(C.1984/52); Capricornia Coin Club, 1985, in silvered
bronze and bronze (50mm) (C.1985/1) (2); Strathfield
Centenary, 1985, in silvered bronze (51mm) (C.1985/10);
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia Queensland,
1985, in bronze (45mm) (C.1985/13); Border Trek Retracing
Surveyor A.C.Gregory's Journey, 1985, in bronze (45mm)
(C.1985/14); as previous but different obverse (C.1985/15).
In coin holders, uncirculated. (12)
$120

732*
Commander Matthew Flinders R.N., 1774-1814,
(1974) in gold (22ct, 33.9g, 35mm) (C.-) by J.A. Nearly
uncirculated.
$1,400
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 72 (lot 828).

733
The Australian State Medals, (1976) set of six proof sterling
silver medals (35g each), issued by Stokes. Housed in a
frame, FDC.
$120

Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3142).
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738
Elizabeth II, medals, Australian varieties (1984-1990) (30)
including NSW Fire Brigade 1984, Royal Australian Navy
1986, Official AFL Teams 1987, Gallipoli Commemorative
1990, Australian 200 years Commemorative Medal
Collection, (set of twenty) 1988; banknotes, Johnston/Fraser
(1988) Bicentenary Polymer Issue (McD $10GF 1) (5); PNCs,
International Year of the Family 1994 (3); pre decimal,
George VI, florin, 1951. Pre decimal coin is extremely fine,
otherwise in packs of issue, uncirculated. (40)
$150

740
International Twelve Metre World Fleet Championship,
1986, in bronze (51mm) (C.1986/25); 150 Years of
European Settlement at Geelong, 1986, in bronze (38mm)
(C.1986/29); Return of Halley's Comet, 1986, in silvered
bronze (40mm) (C.1986/40); Halley's Comet/Armstrong
Shoe Mart, 1986, in copper and bronze (holed at one end)
(60x35mm) (C.1986/41) (2); The Gateway Bridge Brisbane
Commissioned, 1986, in gilt bronze (edge no.271) and
bronze (edge no.476) (50mm) (C.1986/48) (2); Newcastle
Australia Day, 1986, in bronze (40mm) (C.1986/49); Royal
Australian Navy 75th Anniversary, 1986, in bronze (40mm)
(C.1986/51); Schering 25th Anniversary, 1986, in silvered
bronze (51mm) (C.1986/53); CSA Credit Union Ltd 25
Years of Service, 1986, in nickel (38mm) (C.1986/60);
150th Anniversary Foundation Stone Port Arthur's Church
Laid, 1986, in bronze (42mm) (C.1986/63); South Australia
Sesquicentenary, 1986, in bronze (39mm) (C.1986/64);
National Penny Farthing Championships, 1986, in silvered
white metal (51mm) (C.1986/76); Unveiling of Statue of QEII
and Naming of Queen's Place Brisbane, 1986, in gilt bronze
(51mm) (C.1986/77). In coin holders, uncirculated. (15)
$150
Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3147).

741
Southern Cross Hotel Melbourne, 25 Years Service With
Distinction, 1962-1987, in silver (60mm; 100.33g),
by A.J.Parkes. Some hairlines, otherwise toned nearly
uncirculated.
$80
Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3152).

742
Australian Bicentennial, 1988, the official set of six proof
sterling silver medals (71g each) by the Royal Australian
Mint, over 12.5 ounces ASW. In case of issue with booklet
and certificate number 03022, FDC. (set of 6)
$200

739*
South Australia Jubilee, 150th Anniversary of South
Australia's Colonisation, 1986, three medallion proof set,
22ct gold (33g; 33mm), sterling silver (18g; 33mm), bronze
(15g; 33mm) (C.1986/10). In red plush presentation case
with certificate number 15 of 150 issued, FDC. (3)
$1,500

743
Australian Bicentennial medals, 1988, includes Bathurst
Stamp & Coin Exhibition Bathex'88, in nickel plate
(32mm), Celebrating 200th Birthday Souvenir Dollar, in
oxidised bronze (40mm), Vienna Woods State School, in
oxidised copper (35mm), First Fleet Re-Enactment Medal by
Hanimex, in copper (45mm), City of Nunawading Australia
Day Family Festival, in silvered (38mm), Shire of Bellarine,
in copper (32mm), Education School Children medal, in
cupro nickel (40mm), R.A.S. of N.S.W. Royal Easter Show
Exhibitor, in satin gilt bronze (40mm), Federal Council of
Agricultural Societies, in gilt bronze (40mm), The Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria Exhibitor, in copper (40mm),
State Rail, in silvered (44mm), Robert Schuller Ministries, in
oxidised bronze (36mm), Fairfield City Games, in oxidised
bronze (octagonal 45mm) with suspension (C.1988/B30,
136, 141, 157, 159, 167, 178, 193, 196, 198, 293, 296,
unrecorded). Uncirculated. (13)
$70
Ex Wal Shannon Collection.
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744
Australian Bicentennial award medals, 1988, all medals
unnamed, Community award medal, in bronze (45mm)
(C.1988/B17), cased; another with identical obverse but all
floral reverse, also in bronze (45mm) (C.1988/B3), cased;
Parramatta 200th Year of Foundation, 50th Anniversary
of City, in gilded with suspension and neck ribbon, gilded,
silvered and bronze (45mm) (C.1988/B73) (4), the last three
cased; Blacktown Bicentennial Committee, in gilt bronze
(not recorded in this metal) (51mm) (C.1988/B77); Parkes
Shire Bicentennial Award, in bronze (51mm) (C.1988/B78);
Australian Bicentenary, in gilt bronze (57mm) (C.1988/
B218), cased. Uncirculated. (9)
$70

749
Australian Bicentennial, 1988, various commemorative
issues, in various base metals, includes following Carlisle
types, CB.23 (4, three different metals and one holed at
top edge), 24, 26 (2, different metals), 29, 30 (2, different
metals), 31 (2, different metals, one of these silver), 33 (2,
different metals, one in brass ex Amor being only one), 36
(brass but unplated), 72, 80, 141, 161 (2, different metals,
one in bronze ex Amor being only one), 167, 212 (4, three
with blank reverse, one of these with suspension ring), 213
(2, different metals), 215 (2, different metals, one of these
silver), 232 (2, different metals and one with suspension lug),
251, 261, 329, 330). In coin holders, includes some scarce
to rare variations, uncirculated. (35)
$200

Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

745
Australian Bicentennial medals, 1988, includes First State'88,
in gilt bronze (32mm) (C.1988/B31); First State'88 opal
triplet brooch pin in gilt; The Fourth Great Barrow Push, in
silvered (31mm) (C.1988/B33); Tasmanian Teachers Credit
Union Bicentennial token, in bronze (38mm) (C.1988/
B53); Two Centuries of Achievement, in bronze (48mm)
(C.1988/B58); Bicentenary of First European Settlement,
in bronze (38mm) (C.1988/B59); Celebration of a Nation,
in bronze (50mm) (C.1988/B195); Tall Ships Australia, in
bronze (50mm) (C.1988/B199); Australia Day 26 January,
in bronze (48mm) (C.1988/B221); Australia's Bicentenary
Bendigo, The Founding of Australia at Botany Bay, in bronze
(50mm) (C.1988/B282); also Tiwi Dutch Commemoration
300th Anniversary, 1st May 2005, in gilt and enamel, with
suspension and neck ribbon. All except three in cases or
packs of issue, uncirculated. (11)
$80

Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3222).

750
Katoomba to Mittagong Inaugural Walk, 1989, in bronze
38mm); Knoll AG Schering Pty Limited, 50th Anniversary,
1989, in gilt bronze (51mm), reverse inscribed, 'B.Boston';
Beerburrum State School, Matthew Flinders Bicentenary
Queensland, 1999, in oxidised steel (45x52mm), with
suspension ring; Vienna Woods State School, 10th
Anniversary, 1995, in copper (35mm); 140th Shipwreck
Anniversary, Dunbar and James Johnson, 1997, in blackened
cupro nickel (40x45.5mm), with suspension ring; Centenary
of Rail to the Manning, 2013, in oxidised silvered bronze
(39mm); Sydney Tower 10th Anniversary, undated (1991), in
gilt bronze (36mm) and in aluminium bronze (36mm) (2), all
medals feature Sydney Tower on obverse and reverse design
of Sydney Harbour scene including bridge and Opera House;
State Rail Pacific 3801, undated, in gilt bronze (42mm).
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (10)
$70

Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

746
Bicentenary of First European Settlement, 1788-1988, for
Geelong Numismatic Society, in silver and bronze (38mm)
(C.1988/B59), by Hafner, both edge numbered 017 (only 50
matching edge number sets issued). Uncirculated. (2)
$50

Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3169).

Ex Wal Shannon Collection.

751
Commemorative and souvenir medals, (1980s-2000s),
Sovereign Hill, Ballarat, Australia, undated, souvenir medal
in gilt (31mm); Criterion House Ballaarat (sic) 1862, David
Jones Proprietor, in silver (32mm), in case with certificate;
Australian Bushranger Ben Hall Shot 1862, in cupro nickel
(?) with lacquered photo of Hall attached above centre
(oval 40.5x66.5mm), with hole at top for loop; Page's Line
Royal Mail Day Coach, Tasmania Midlands Highway,
commemorative Day Token in bronze (35mm), with leaflet;
Duyfken 1606 replica medal, in bronze (38mm), with
keyring attachment fitted; Kiandra Mail Delivery 1909,
souvenir medal in cupro nickel (38mm) with suspension
ring; ULLR Thredbo, undated in zinc (33mm octagonal),
with suspension lug; Early Australian Skier, undated, in zinc
(27mm), with suspension ring; Gold Museum - Ballarat/
Peter Lalor, undated, in gilt bronze (33mm), in pack; City
of Liverpool 175th Anniversary, (1985), in gilt (32mm),
on card; South Australia Foundation of Province, (c1986),
in fine silver (22mm), in pack; Daily Telegraph souvenir
medals, XIV Commonwealth Games, 1990, in cupro nickel
(27mm) (8); National Parks and Wildlife Foundation (NSW)
sponsor's medal, Lord Howe Island, undated, in bronze
(32mm), on cards (2); Celebrate the Year 2000, limited
edition lapel badge (20mm), by Tasmedals, on card; 100

747
Australian Bicentenary, 1988, issues for Federal Council of
Agricultural Societies, in bronze (50mm) (2), one unnamed
and in case by Royal Australian Mint, the other inscribed on
reverse, '1888-1988/Berry A & H./Centenary Show'; another
identical medal but in gilt bronze (40mm); R.A.S. of N.S.W.,
Royal Easter Show Exhibitor, in gilt bronze (40mm) (5), all
unnamed; also Centenary of Federation, Federal Council of
Agricultural Societies, 2001, in bronze (50mm), unnamed
(in blue satchel). Uncirculated. (9)
$70
Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3512).

748
Australian Bicentennial, 1988, various commemorative
issues, in various base metals, includes following Carlisle
types, CB.35 (2), 53, 57, 59 (2, different metals), 137, 158,
159, 160, 283 (2, different metals), also 283 stamped on a
32mm planchet, 284 (3 different metals), 285, 286, 287,
290 (2, different metals), 292, 296, 300, 303a, 325 (3,
different metals). In coin holders, some with low mintages,
uncirculated. (28)
$120
70

Years of Federation, 2001, in bronze (38mm); Centenary of
Federation, 2001, in bronze (38mm), in pack for Primary
School Students; Municipality of Shellharbour Celebrating
150 Years, 2009, in oxidised silvered bronze (38mm). A few
very fine but mostly uncirculated. (25)
$80
Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3131).

752
Kodak Sesqui Commemorative Medal, 1992 in cupro nickel
(38mm), obverse, the First Fleet's Charlotte at anchor
in Botany Bay in 1788, reverse, details of Charlotte's
voyage and Kodak's Sesquicentenary dates 1842-1992.
Uncirculated. (30)
$120
753
Sandhurst Antique Bottle Collectables Club, undated, award
medal in bronze (51mm), obverse, knight on horseback
with jousting lance, unnamed; Royal Australian Mint Coin
Collector, undated, in bronze (40mm); Roger McNeice (Tas
Medals) 50th Birthday Yes/No Decision Maker, 1994, in
oxidised bronze (40mm); TASMEDALS Merry Christmas,
1995, in oxidised silvered (32mm); Queen Victoria Coin
Centre Grand Opening, 1994, in bright gilt bronze and
another in bright copper (38mm) (2), one with Free Medal
compliments slip. Uncirculated. (6)
$50

758*
Royal Shipwreck Relief Humane Society of N.S.W., award
medal in bronze (37mm), edge engraved Specimen, clip and
ring with bar suspender and pin back brooch bar. Toned,
some light scuff marks on reverse centre, otherwise extremely
fine and scarce.
$200

Ex The Leslie J.Carlisle Collection of Australian Historical Medals (Sale
113, lot 3182).

754
Coca Cola, gold sovereign, 1997. Uncirculated.
$350
755
Medallions, Affordable Treasure Collector series, 2001, in
gilt brass (30mm) includes Australian Wildlife, wombat (10),
koala (10), Tasmanian tiger (10), crested cockatoo (12),
platypus (10); Australian Colonial, in gilt (10) and copper
(12) produced by Auscoins Pty Ltd. On cards as issued,
uncirculated. (74)
$100
756
Sands of Gallipoli, Our People - Their Service, 2006,
seven medal set and vial of sand from beaches of Gallipoli
Peninsula, set number 00988; badges, Australia's Rising
Sun Replica Collection of seven variations of the Rising Sun
badges worn by soldiers since 1902. Uncirculated. (2)
$100

759*
Royal Humane Society of NSW, bronze medal (EIIR),
edge number 958, recipient's name on reverse removed.
Uncirculated.
$100

757
Anzac Memorial, Hyde Park Sydney, commemorative
medallion, 2009, in gilt (29mm), in official folder of issue
with Order of Service for official opening. Uncirculated.
$50
71

764
Royal Agricultural Society of NSW, badges, most by
Perfection Badges, Punchbowl. Arranged in a display tray,
extremely fine. (15)
$50
765
Badge collection, includes Sydney Cricket Ground
membership badge 1928-1929; Justice of the Peace lapel
badge; Member badges for Royal National A&I Association
of Queensland 2006, 2007, 2008, Royal Agricultural &
Horticultural Society of South Australia, 1986, 2010, 2013,
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria 1987, 1991, 1992,
Royal National Capital Agricultural Society, 2006; NED
(Kelly) badge Sydney Royal Easter Show; Equestrian Team
Supporter lapel badge. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (14)
$50

760*
New South Wales Ambulance Transport Service Board,
Long Service Medal, unnamed. A few small contact marks
on reverse, otherwise extremely fine.
$100
761
Agricultural medals and badges, includes souvenir of 1948
Royal Show (C.1948/2), a selection from Royal Agricultural
Society of NSW including exhibitor medal of 1988, Royal
National Assn. Brisbane member, 1988 and lady member
1956; also, RAS of Victoria child entrance token and
attendants passes for 1936 and 1937. Fine - uncirculated.
(26)
$80

part

762*
Royal Agricultural Society of NSW, member's badges,
various types and issues, including a large RAS of NSW badge
with Society's Arms (38mm) plus some Easter Show badges,
mostly 1988-2009. Mostly extremely fine - uncirculated.
(15)
$100

part

766*
Melbourne Olympics, 1956, 5352 Staff tinnie badge, Staff
Identity Pass No.4321 for Olympic Village, inside marked
for Badge 5352, issued to S.Kelson, Interpreter for Russian
Chef Demission, with signature of bearer and also signed by
P.P.Miskin, Commandant of the Olympic Village; also Daily
Staff Duty Pass for admission on 8-12-56, no seating rights,
written on reverse, Mrs Kelson. Some foxing, otherwise very
fine and scarce. (3)
$150

763
Royal Agricultural Society of NSW, a group of badges and
medals, including Member's Guest, Lady's, Lady Member,
Supporter, For Service, Exhibitor, Events, some duplication.
Mostly extremely fine - uncirculated. (30)
$80
72

771
Collection of badges, c1914-1950s, some paper, some
material but mostly tinnies, some foreign but mainly
Australian and many from Tasmania, featuring many war
related appeal badges and other fund raising issues, also
some scouting badges, an interesting selection collected over
a fifty year period. Stored in a large 3-ring binder, mostly
fine - very fine. (230)
$750

767
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Brisbane badge, vintage issue in
gilt and enamel; Australian Tramway Employees Association
union badge, WWI period, in gilt bronze and enamel (Smith
169); Queensland Railway Ambulance fob medal, in silver,
reverse inscribed, 'G.M.Page'. The last slightly buckled and
well worn on reverse, otherwise fine - very fine. (3)
$80
G.M.Page was the Treasurer of the Ipswich Centre Ambulance Brigade in
1921.

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

With copy of Ipswich newspaper article.

768
Victoria Police, c1947-1981, cloth badges, rank insignia,
shoulder titles including Senior Sergeant 1972-1979;
Bandsman 1947; Instructor 1950; shirt titles, Victoria Police
(2); Police Cadet (2); shoulder titles, Police Cadet 1963-1979;
Prototype Cadet shoulder title 1979-1981 (never worn);
black cloth pocket badge 1979; Victoria Police Force, First
Aid cloth badges first type, 1957-1962, second type, 19621965; Operation Emergency (1985) badge; NSW Police
Security Officer, cloth pocket badge; Royal Australian Navy,
cloth badges, Seaman Gunner 1903-1939; Leading Seaman;
Master at Arms; Victoria Police Highland Pipe Band, cloth
blazer pocket badge; together with Victoria, Royal Visit
1970 Official Pass - issued to Det H.J.Storer; booklets,
Official Itinerary for Victoria 5.4.1970-5.4.1970; Royal Visit
1970 Victoria, Daily Brief Sunday 5.4.1970; Mobile Traffic
Section, motorcycle flag and riders gloves; V.P. buttons (3).
Fine - uncirculated. (29)
$200

772
Independent Order of Odd Fellows Past Grand jewel, in
silver, missing suspension ribbon, obverse title, 'I.O.O.F.
N.S.W. F.L.T. (Friendship, Love, Truth), reverse inscribed,
'Presented To J.R.Raines, For Services as Noble Grand
of Glebe Lodge No. 9. I.O.O.F. 30th Jan 1889'; another
unidentified medal, in brass and enamel, with ring suspension,
features a crown above a flying eagle with two flags in its
talons, one Australian and one with the 'Chi Rho' symbol
of Christianity. Fine - very fine. (2)
$50

773
Masonic medals, including AOF, handcrafted in gold (9ct,
9.6g, 32mm) inscribed on obverse 'Presented to Bro.David
Chandler 26th Nov 1908', reverse 'On the Occasion of his
having passed' around outer circle and on the centre star
'Through the chairs/of/Court Albert/for the/Second Term';
Freemasons Homes of Victoria, Life Governor medals (2)
in gilt and enamel (34mm) with ribbon and clasp, one
inscribed on reverse '693/A.J.Marsden/1953'; Protestant
Alliance Friendly Society of Australia, in gilt and enamel,
by Angus & Coote, Sydney, inscribed on reverse 'Presented
to/Bro.S.Ray.PM/No 85/Services Rendered/2.6.31' (cased);
Concord R.A.Chapter 1.5.22, in gilt (cased); RAOB,
Duchy Lodge 1374 in gilt silver and enamel, by C.Usher
B'Ham, inscribed on reverse 'Presented to/Bro.C.Kenway/
raised to 2nd Degree/23.9.19' (cased); Dist.Grand Scottish
R.A.C.N.S.W. in gilt, by Coles, inscribed on reverse 'Fidelity
No 547 G.Morrison 6.9.41'; M.U.I.O.O.F., clasp in gold
(9ct, 3.3g). Good - extremely fine. (18)
$220

part

769*
Sailing, rowing and related badges, includes NSW 12ft Sailing
Club; Balmoral 12ft Sailing Club; Vaucluse Amateur 12ft
Sailing Club; M.S.C. 14ft (Mosman); L.R.C. 1886 (rowing
club); Rex Launch Club, member (13), plus a small group of
membership badges (9). Very fine - extremely fine. (22)
$80

774
Masonic Past Master's jewel, in gilt sterling silver, Matthew
Flinders Lodge No 414 UGLQ, features a star above a
wreath and inset into the star is a 10pt diamond, reverse
inscribed, 'Pres. To/Wor. Bro./W.R.E.Allen P.M./as a/token of
esteem/by/the bretheren/15.4.61'; also Royal Arch Chapter
Companion's breast jewel, in gilt sterling silver, unnamed.
Good very fine. (2)
$50

770
Medals, badges and tinnies, includes Royal Australian
Mint Opening/Australian Decimal Coins, 1966, in silver
(39mm) (C.1966/16), edge number 1733 (in case); Cobar
Centenary, 1969, in copper (38mm) (C.1969/3); Official
Opening of Sydney Opera House, 1973, in white metal
(43mm) (C.1973/12); Australia's Numismatic History, 1988,
in silvered bronze (44mm) (C.B303) (in case); various card/
booklet packaged modern issues for Bathurst 100 Years a
City, 1985 (2), Bicentennial Memento for School Students,
1988, Ashes 111 Years Australia v England, undated (c1991)
(2); other modern issues (28); Norfolk Island, Tourist
Dollar, undated, in copper (in capsule); ANS lapel badge,
pin missing; tinnies (4); various types of club badges, 1960s1980s (40). Very good - uncirculated. (83)
$80

The Matthew Flinders Lodge No.414 UGLQ was consecrated on 1 April
1950 in the Masonic Temple in Redcliffe, Queensland.
Ex John Houstone Collection.
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775
Masonic medals and regalia, including Freemasons Victoria,
50 Years Service in gilt and enamel with ribbon, inscribed on
reverse 'Wor.Bro./M.J.W.Hutchinson/P.M./1985'; Centenary
1989, in gilt and enamel with ribbon, inscribed on reverse
'M.J.W./Hutchinson/No.764'; Freemasons Homes of
Victoria, Life Governors badge in gilt and enamel, inscribed
on reverse '43/M.J.W.Hutchinson'; handcrafted medal in
gold (9ct, 12g), inscribed 'St Clair Lodge of Vict/No 43
U.V.C.' and on separate clasps 'Amor', Levatio', 'Veritas',
and on reverse 'Presented to/Wor.Bro.M.J.W.Hutchinson/by
the Brethren/as a Token of Esteem/10.4.54'; 25 Years lael
badge in gilt and enamel; together with black case with
'H.J.S.' gold blocked on one corner, containing pair of white
cloth gloves, cummerbund, apron, bottle openers in leather
pouches (2), ritual handbook and FHA annual members lapel
badges (14). Very fine - extremely fine. (25)
$220

778
Philatelic literature, including Rosenblum, The Stamps of
the Commonwealth of Australia, 5th ed. with dust jacket,
together with Supplement to the 5th edn., The Study of the
1/2d Kangaroo 1938-1952 by CSRG; Dormer Legge 'The
Kangaroo Issues of Australian Stamps (141 p. illustrated
throughout); other books Williams, The Postage Stamp;
ACSC 1965, 1974 edns; Stanley Gibbons 1958 Part I British
Commonwealth; Phillips, How to Arrange and Write -up a
Stamp Collection. 4th edn; Colour Guide, and Stamp News
October 2007. Nearly fine. (13)
$50

779
Various guide books, world paper money catalogues by
Krause including US National Banknotes, Seaby's (3),
Renniks, McDonald, Myatt and Hanley, Nicholson, all in
one carton with collector's lists, brochures and a quantity of
mint sets and dollar cases and packaging. Fair - fine. (19)
$50

NUMISMATIC LITERATURE
780
Westpac, 200 The Westpac Story, 2017, 301 pps, illustrated
throughout, hardbound with dust jacket and cover. Very
fine.
$120

776
Friedberg, Robert, Gold Coins of the World, 5th edition,
1980; A History of Chinese Currency, New China Publishing
House, 1983, Hong Kong; A large set of modern historical
medals in gilt bronze in a leather style case, from Bulgaria
681-1981, 1300th year commemorative issue of gilt replicas
(10 small and one large medal) from the National Museum
of Bulgaria, included printout of medal details and history,
very unusual. Last item extremely fine, books very fine ex
Library copies. (3)
$50

A definitive history of the Bank of NSW and Westpac, 1817-2017, profusely
illistrated in colour and B/W throughout. Limited publication.

STAMPS

Ex Barry McGown Scott collection, books previously from the ANS Brisbane
Library; the Bulgarian medals from the Eric Dodd Auction August 12, 2002
(lot 226).

Brian Maloney was born in Sydney in 1942. He is a
Surrealist painter who paints in oils and acrylic but also does
watercolours and murals. He studied at the Julian Ashton Art
School in Sydney under Kevin Oxley and he later worked in
a commerecial screen printing company for some years.
In the 1970's, as part of his artistic training, he travelled
widely through Europe and the Middle East.
He has held several one-man exhibitions at the Holdsworth
Gallery, Woollahra in Sydney in 1974, Proud's Art Gallery
in 1976 and 1978, the Centrepoint Gallery in 1977 and at
several other exhibitions.
His work is well represented in private collections in
Australia and overseas. Also, his murals are represented in
the National Aquarium, ACT in 1989; Manly Ocean World
in 1992; Taronga Park Zoo, Manly Wharf and Heron Island
Resort in 1993.
He commenced collecting stamps and coins as a hobby in the
early 1970s, concentrating on the artistic aspects of design
on stamps and coins. His illustrations of stamps from Great
Britain and Australia appear on several of the pages of this
collection and some of these illustrative efforts are shown on
sheets of his stamp collection below. His attraction to FDC's
followed this theme and several of his FDC's, included in
this collection, are of his own artistic effort.

777*
Kent, J.P.C., & Hirmer, M., & A., Roman Coins, London,
1978, 368pp., 199 plates, profusely illustrated , 31cm. Very
fine and scarce.
$100
A remarkable coffee table book on Roman Coins, profusely illustrated. A
similar example in Noble Numismatics Sale 84 (lot 2434) realised $380
hammer.
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781
Australia, New South Wales 1897 Charity pair (SG 280281) mint; Victoria, 1897 Charity pair (SG 353-354) MUH;
Australia, 5d KGV Ash imprint block, wmk.C of A; Great
Britain, 1929 Postal Union Congress (£1 a facsimile); New
Zealand, 1931 Health issues 'smiling boys' fine used. (SG
546-547); the stamps all housed on leaves with many extra
similar gilt lined leaves in a boxed superb Oriel Album by
Stanley Gibbons Ltd., written up in the finest copperplate
lettering. Stamps mostly appear to be MUH, some are mint
or used. (10)
$250

784
Tasmania, 1899-1900 pictorial set 1/2d to 6d together with
1d on 2d (SG 229-236, 260) all laid up on a well written up
loose leaf sheet. MUH, mint. (9)
$80
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

part

785*
Victoria, Charity issues set, 1897, mint (no gum) specimen
overprint pair (SG 353s-354s), (2/6, illustrated), together
with another normal pair MUH (SG 353-354), all on two
well written up loose leaf sheets. MUH, mint. (4)
$200

782*
New South Wales, Charity issues set, 1897, specimen
overprint pair (SG 280-281s), (2/6, illustrated), laid up on
on a well written up loose leaf sheet. MUH. (2)
$150

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

786*
Victoria, stamp duty, c1884, ten pounds arms, dull mauve,
perf. 11 (cf SG. F50). MUH with crease, gum lightly
toned.
$500

part

783*
Queensland, Chalon head issues, 1886 mint (with gum tone)
set on thick paper from 2/- to £1 (SG 157-161), together
with extras 2/- (4), 2/6 (7) these mostly fiscally used but
some with postmarks, together with Australia $5 M/S with
Chalon head of Queen Victoria, Colonial Heritage 2010
issue, all laid up on two well written up loose leaf sheets.
MUH, mint and used. (19)
$200
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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part

789*
Australia, kangaroos, 1st wmk. 4d orange-yellow (SG 6a,
cat £425 mint) (illustrated); 9d (SG 10): 1/- (SG 11). MUH
with some tone toning. (3)
$250

787*
Victoria, stamp duty, post 1884 issues, five pounds as a
joined pair, grey and red, type with Queen Victoria head to
left, and a four shillings blue. MUH one of pair with light
crease, some gum toning. (3)
$350

790*
Australia, kangaroos, 3rd watermark, £1 Grey. Centred high,
but very fine used.
$120

791*
Australia, kangaroos, C of A watermark, £1 Grey with WA
registered circular date cancellation 23 June 1936. Used.
$120

792
Australia, kangaroos, C of A watermark, 5/-, 10/- + £1 Grey
'Telegraph' punch issues. Fine used. (3)
$120

793
Australia, 1913-start of 1953, used and MH, a few MUH
such as 10/- Robes, missing high value kangaroos and
Harbour Bridge 5/-, also 1981-1985 mostly MUH (FV
$69.79), plus a few Postage Dues including 1950s MH 1/-,
2/- and 5/-. Stored in The Tasman Loose Leaf Album for
Australian Stamps. Used - MUH. (330+)
$70

part

788*
Victoria, stamp duty issues valures of £10, £25, £50, £100,
all with presentation cancels (CTO) from Melbourne Nov
20, 1900, (SG 279, 289-291), laid up on a well written up
loose leaf sheet. CTO with some gum toning, the last three
illustrated. (4)
$500
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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796*
Australia, George V, 1931, April 23, First Official Air Mail
Cover Melbourne to London, fixed with 1/- kangaroo, 3d
air mail, 2d and 6d Kingsford Smith, on a display sheet with
write up. Used.
$100

part

794*
Australia, George V, 1914, 6d kooka one a corner another
a single, 3d kooka 1928 a Philatellic Exhibition M/S
(illustrated, another a pair and a single, another perf OS;
Sydney Harbour Bridge OS (2) overprints on album sheet
with a Peter Marshall etching on the sheet; another sheet with
John Macarthur centenary set of 4; another sheet with 1938
robes, all stamps on four sheets one with drawing of sheep
head, all sheets with write up. MUH and mint. (19)
$250

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

part

795*
Australia, George V, 1931, a Kingsford-Smith signature
envelope fixed with mint 2d, 3d (2), and 6d; together on
sheet with used 2d - 6d K/Smith set, 2d and 3d K/Smith OS
overprint pair and a similar 6d Air mail OS overprint, these
all fine used (SG 121-123, 139, 139a, O123, O124), The
envelope cover signed by Kingsford-Smith central to the
display sheet with write up. Used. (11)
$1,000

797*
Australia, George V, 1932, Opening of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge, 2d (2), 3d, and 5/- (Illustrated) on a superb display
sheet with a powerful coloured etching of 'the Harbour
Bridge' by Peter Marshall (signed), (SG 141-144). The 5/mint, others MUH. (4)
$250

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
The cover with Kingsford-Smith signature comes with a signed letter of
authenticity from Robert Kennedy, dated 18.09.2010.

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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801
Australia, flight cover, Qantas Empire Airways, first flight
Japan to Australia, 18 De 47, fixed with 3d KGVI BCOF
signed by E Harding; another cover first flight Australia to
Japan, similar 16 De 47, fixed with 1/6 Australia signed by
J Norton?. Used, rare. (2)
$100
798*
Australia, 1932 5/- Bridge, well-centred 'CTO', (CV $350).
Fine used.
$120

802
Australia, flight covers for 1st Regular Qantas Super
Constellation Air Service, Australia to North America,
May 15, 1954; covers fixed with Fiji, USA, Gilbert & Ellice
Islands, Canada, and Australia (3) fixed with different stamps
(1/-, 2/-, 1/- and 3d. Fine used. (8)
$60

799*
Australia, George V, 1934, July 23, First Official Air Mail
Cover Brisbane to Port Moresby and return, fixed with
Papua 2d and 6d (SG 133, 137) and Australia Air Mail 3d
(2), 1/2d KGV and 1 1/2 WA Cent. on a display sheet with
write up. Used.
$100

803*
Australia, KGVI, 2d scarlet, vertical coil pair, (SG 184a, cat
£350). MUH, rust on edge of top stamp. (2)
$80

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

804*
Australia, 1949 £2 Coat of Arms 'Specimen' with roller flaw,
(ASC 271, CV $3500). MUH.
$750

800*
Australia, surrender cover, issued in Tokyo Bay, September
2, 1945, fixed with Great Britain 2 1/2d blue and 3d violet
KGVI together with 2 x 3d Australia KGVI brown with
addressee in Braddon, Canberra, with special stamp J, Tokyo
Bay Sept 2 1945 etc. Very fine used and very rare.
$100
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809
Australia, decimal collection of mostly single issues stored
on Hagner sheets within two Hagner System cliplock stock
books, issues from 1966-c1990 incomplete. MUH. (100s)
$250
810
Australia, in a large carton, includes deLuxe AP year books
1984, 1987, 1989; Post Office packs (approx. 290) mostly
c.1970s-1980s with much duplication; MUH Australia (FV
$280); unused new letter cards 20c 22c (approx. 35); FDC
and other unused FDC envelopes (approx 150); small stock
books etc (11) mostly with used Australian decimal; unused
PNG sets; world stamps in large packets mostly Hungary
etc., History of the Olympics Stamp Collection (by Stanley
Gibbons). MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$300
811
Australia, Post Office year books, with stamps from 19851999 and 2002. MUH. (16)
$300
805*
Australia, George VI, 1950, 8 1/2d imprint block and single;
1952 2/6 imprint block 'One Pound Jimmy' on a superb
display sheet with a powerful drawing of 'One Pound Jimmy'
as seen on the stamps, (SG 238, 253). MUH. (9)
$100

812
Australia, Post Office year books, black prestige de luxe, all
with stamps from 2009-2011. MUH. (3)
$100
813
Australia, Post Office packs for 1970 Royal Visit presentation
packs with special Japanese insert, CV $50 each. MUH. (8
packs)
$70

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

806
Australia, 1913-1917 collection in Seven Seas hingeless
album, a few Geo V heads (no kangaroos) and better
middle of the range comm sets, definitives include 1965
2/6d aboriginal 'emergency printing'; Chinese stock book
of decimal postage, FV approx $450 and three small stock
books, one containing small array of 'cinderellas'. Used
- MUH. (100s)
$300
807
Australia, a large quantity in two spring back albums on
Hagner sheets of mostly pre-decimal MUH many as blocks
of 4 some as imprint blocks, noted £1 arms imprint block;
3d 1928 M/S block of 4; mostly Authority imprints on 4d,
5d (2), 9d (2), 5 1/2d emu, 6d kooka (2), 1/- Lyre bird (2),
1/3 bull also a corner block of 30, 1/4d KGVI (32) most
as blocks of 4; plate number corner singles of 1929 WA
issue, plate blocks of 4, Nos. 1-3 of Anzac 2d; Nos 1-4 of
2d cable; Produce Food large blocks 21 x3d, 9x3 of 3 1/2d;
imprint pairs 1935 (5) of 2d silver jubilee, blocks of 4 etc;
quantities of post 1945 issues, quantity of decimal issues.
MUH. (100s)
$250

814*
Australia, QEII, 18 cents, Silver Jubilee 1977, imperf joined
pair. MUH. (2)
$100
815
Australia, 1982 60c Humpback Whale, scarce 'Trial Printing'
issue with regular stamp for comparison. MUH. (2)
$150

808
Australia, two large maroon Vario classic ring binders
(GIGANT) and slip covers holding covers, FDCs, PNCs
(including VC and Australian Legends), stamped cards etc,
issues from 1937 , noted 1938 air mail cover to Wau and
re-addressed fixed with 3d KGVI and 2 x 3d cable; FDC
from 1937, mixed range from 1946-2010, (116), PNC (12).
Used. (approx 140)
$200

816
Australia, 2009, uncut sheet of 16 M/S of star gazing the
southern skies, stored in a large cylinder holder, (cf.SG
MS3269). Imperforated and MUH.
$150
Only 750 imperf. sheets produced, many cut up for single MS sets of three
stamps.

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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817
Australia, The classic Kookaburra presentation folder
features an original 1978 miniature sheet issued for the
50th anniversary of the National Stamp Exhibition during
National Stamp Week 1978. A special addition to this folder
is a bullion coin produced by The Perth Mint, dated 2009
and an exclusive miniature sheet of the 2009 reproduction
6d claret Kookaburra stamp from the Australia's Favourite
Stamps issue. This miniature sheet is numbered 680 and
limited to 750. MUH and uncirculated.
$60

823
Australia, Olympic Games issues in albums 2000 Australian
Gold Medallists includes M/S of winners (18) (FV $84)
together with FDC covers and Philatellic - Numismatic covers
with $5 (2); 2004 Australian Gold Medallists including M/S
of winners as one sheet and single sheets of each winner
(17) (FV $93.50) with FDC; Australia Post Olympic Games
Prestige Stamp album with single stamps, PO cards and FDC;
Album as a cliplock folder of issues with M/S (2) of 2002
FV ($9.00), FDC and PO cards, 2006 M/S (1) (FV $5), 2008
M/S (2), (FV $10) other M/S and PO packs (FV $34.50),
(total FV $227). MUH (4 albums). (100s)
$150

818
Australia, The classic Kookaburra presentation folder
features an original 1978 miniature sheet issued for the
50th anniversary of the National Stamp Exhibition during
National Stamp Week 1978. A special addition to this folder
is a bullion coin produced by The Perth Mint, dated 2009
and an exclusive miniature sheet of the 2009 reproduction
6d claret Kookaburra stamp from the Australia's Favourite
Stamps issue. These miniature sheets are numbered 651 and
685 both limited to 750. MUH and uncirculated. (2 sets)
$100

824
Australia, Australia Post limited edition souvenirs, 2009
200 Years Collection, in large leather bound boxed album,
containing all 200 Years Australia Post stamps, PNCs and
special coins, set numbered 090; 2013 Colonial Heritage
Intaglio Collection of imperf m/shts and special intaglio
printing plate, in boxed album, numbered 034/120; 2013
Century of Kangaroo Stamps, special $10 m/sheets for
Australia 2013 stamp exhibition, mint and CTO for each
day of the exhibition, incl scarce silver foil issue, in leather
bound folder. MUH, used. (3 albums)
$400

819
Australia, decimal mostly in blocks or gutter strips of issues
from 1966 - 1990, stored in 6 Hagner system or similar
cliplock folders of Hagner sheets, and a stock book, includes
a folder of AAT, (FV $1385). MUH. (100s)
$700

825
Australia, a cliplock album of MUH issues (FV $113) as well
as Russia part sheets etc., together with FDCs (5) PNCs etc
(7), PO packs etc ($85), together with the AAT 2009 South
Magnetic Pole $5 silver proof coin and FDC and M/S in
folder No.114/500. MUH, used. (lot)
$100

820
Australia, decimal issues as Post Office packs (220) some
duplication from 1970s-1990s; sheet files and decimal issues
(FV $203); booklets (FV $24.80); pre-decimal in stock book
includes imprint blocks (29), blocks mostly corner blocks or
larger (13). MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$400

826
Australia, aerogrammes, air letters, newspaper wrappers and
telegrams, housed in a clip lock folder (about 110 items),
an interesting assortment, some with Tasmanian links, all
housed in archival windows, issues from the 1950s, strong
in the 1960s-1980s, the wrappers from Queen Victoria
- early George VI, various telegram envelopes (8), (some
aerograms etc are used but mostly unused); lot includes
two FDC albums of FDCs and pre-stamped envelopes from
Australia, AAT, Great Britain, New Zealand etc (128) and
one album of WWF Worldlife Fund animals (4 sets only).
MUH, mint and used. (approx 242)
$120

821
Australia, two carton loads of mostly Australian mint
sets from PO in cellephone packets (many MUH sets), PO
packs (20), FDC and used stamps on paper and off paper
including some world, new Lighthouse stock books (2) other
stockbooks (1), new stamp albums (5); new Hagner strips
(18) etc. MUH, used. (100s)
$80

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection, the first part from the Boswell Museum
and from Downie's Australian Coin Auctions, May 23, 2001 (lot 307).

827
Australia, Great Britain, air letters, first flight, England to
Australia (operated by QEA and BOAC) 6 Apr 1946, signed
by three pilots; another Australia to Singapore, with First
Flight Stamp dated 7 Ap 46, with two signature from pilots.
Used. (2)
$80

822
Australia and world, in a large carton, a large accumulation
of Post Office packs (about 60), covers including FDC
(100+); mint Australian decimal in celephane packets, large
quantities of Australian and world stamps on and off paper,
mini sheet books with sheetlets M/S etc., an unsorted lot.
MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100

828
Australia, two large blue Vario classic ring binders (GIGANT)
and slip cases, holding covers, FDCs (approx 120), PNCs
(12), PO packs (4) and stamped cards (10) etc, mostly issues
from 2011. Used. (approx 146)
$200
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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833
Antigua and Barbuda, 'Golden Replicas Of Rare Stamps Of
The World, 1986', by the Postal Commemorative Society, set
of 100 stamps minted in 24kt gold with each on an individual
first day of issue envelope featuring a b&w reproduction of a
rare world stamp and each envelope with official certification
of the Antigua and Barbuda government dated April 4, 1986,
as well the set is stored in an official album and the set is
certified by the Prime Minister with his signature and each
stamp has an official face value of six East Caribbean dollars;
also USA, official first day cover honouring Elvis Presley
featuring 22kt gold replica Elvis Presley stamp, in folder, by
Postal Commemorative Society. Uncirculated. (101)
$150

part

829*
Australia, cover from Columbus Ohio to Sydney, dated
Jun 23, 1905, fixed with 3 x 1 cent Franklin and 2 cent
Washington, and later fixed with x5 Australia 1d Postage
Due issues (uncertain wmk.) (illustrated); together with
Registered letter Sydney to Port Adelaide fixed with 2d red
and 5d brown KGV dated 14 Sept, 1932; other covers First
Flight New Zealand - Australia Air Mail Service 1940, 8
Ap 1940 (New Plymouth) - 1 May 1940 (Sydney); Victoria,
Post Card, Commonwealth celebrations c.1900 unused;
Indonesia, registered cover, 19-12, 1955 from Djakarta to
Stockholm Sweden fixed with 4 x commemorative sets (SG
682-5, 691-702). Used, unused. (5)
$120

834
Belgium, 1973 Photographic 'proofs' of the 4f50 and 8f
Europa issues, 2 white cards embossed with seals reading
'REGIE DER POSTERIJNEN', previously auctioned at the
1999 World stamp Expo Auction. Mint. (2)
$70
835
British Commonwealth collection, including imprint block
and an OS perf 3d 1929 green airmail issues; 1929 swan
and 1932 3d bridge imprint blocks; Victoria Centenary set,
blocks of 4 of 1936 cable; arms set MUH; Pitcairn Islands
1940 set appear MUH, Hong Kong 1941 set,and other
issues from Southern Rhodesia, New Zealand, USA, 2006
Australian wildflowers to $10; unissued M/S of Dangerous
Australians, with red back spider; other issues from Great
Britain etc; the stamps all housed on gilt lined leaves in a
boxed superb Oriel Album by Stanley Gibbons Ltd., written
up in the finest copperplate lettering. Stamps mostly appear
to be MUH, a few are mint. (lot)
$250
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

836
British Solomon Islands and Solomon Islands, collection/
accumulation housed in The Favourite (loose leaf) Philatelic
Album and a clip lock folder, collection mostly written up
includes some issues from 1908 and KGV to 1/-, but strong
from the KGVI set, mint to 10/- (with additional pair of 10/-)
with some imprint pairs, similar lot of QEII to 2/6, 1965
definitives some with plate numbers and blocks, varieties,
decimal overprints sets and extras, this folder has definitives
to 2001 (birds) with values to $50; the album runs from
1935-1987 of commemorative stamps many as pair or plate
blocks, includes a few FDC; incomplete collection but a good
range of issues with extras. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$200

830*
Australia, important cover of 1946 BCOF overprints, a set
in blocks of four, complete to 5/- on cover, to Regents Park,
from A.F. P.O. Iwakuni registered No.079, dated 18 Fe 1948,
a used multiple block set with additional 1/2d and 1d blocks.
Used and very rare in multiples. (36 stamps)
$300
831
Australia, Hutt River Province, 7 sheets each with 6 x M/S
of each value 10c to $2, together with 2 x M/S of Xmas
1986 values 30c to $2 but with misplaced perfs (illustrated).
MUH. (8 sheets)
$50

837
China, on A4 used sheets, a collection of mint and used,
including reprints etc, strong in period 1949-1965 with
additional Nationalist issues and a few Taiwan, noted scarce
issues etc. Mint, used. (100s)
$100

832
Australia and world, includes MUH, MH and used issues,
Australian pre decimal and decimal issues, some in blocks,
other mostly British Commonwealth issues, many GVI sets
or part sets, also an album of Japan, mostly 1980s MUH
(approx 200) and New Zealand stamp collection Year Books,
1984 (2). In two stock books and two Year Books, used
- MUH. (several 100s)
$100

838
Cinderellas, assorted group of many 100s including Australia
National Stamp Week 1974; Pineapple Post 1977-1987
$1.50 x 2 on each blue and yellow sheet, single value sheet
on blue and white paper; Blue Mountains essay sheets of 3d
'three sisters'; The State of Cinderella values from 1c to 5c
M/S. MUH and mint. (100s)
$150
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839
Cocos (Keeling) Islands and Christmas Island (FV $330);
Norfolk Island (FV ($170); many colourful issues in blocks,
M/S and sheetlets. MUH. (100s)
$150

844
German New Guinea, 1897 stamps of Germany overprinted
'Deutsch Neu Guinea' 3 (2), 5, 10, 20, 25 and 50 pf, (SG 1,
1a-6). Fine mint. (7)
$80

part

840*
Falkland Islands, QEII 1960 set (SG 193-207); Dependencies
set (SG G26-40); other sets etc, (CV £500). Mostly MUH,
some mint. (50)
$150
841
Fiji, an accumulation of singles, sets, multiples and sheetlets
of decimal issues mostly of the 1980s, total face value $800
(Fiji). MUH. (100s)
$150
845*
Germany, an important three kings postcard to Noumea,
New Caledonia, fixed with postage stamps from three
countries, originally from Friedickshotte (Oberschlesien)
dated 2.3.07, and registered No.681; fixed with 2x3, 2x5
and a 10 Pfennig Germania stamps with added Austria 1
heller stamp 20.11.06 and a Russian one kopeck stamp 12
XI 06. Fine used and rare.
$100
846
Germany, collection of German state stamps, from Baden,
Bavaria, North German Confederation, Brunswick, Thurn
& Taxis, Hamburg, Prussia, SAxony, Wurtenburg all stored
in an old stock book. Mint and used, mixed condition.
(approx 100)
$100
847
Gilbert & Ellice Islands, 1911 set 1/2d - 1/- overprints on
Fiji, used; also Pandanus Pine set mint and used (illustrated)
this postmarked for Butaritari Island, (SG 1-11); oddments
mostly mint including 1935 Jubilee set, KGVI set 1/- to 5/and £1 1948 wedding commem. Mint and used. (26)
$150

842*
Fiji, George VI, strip of three Specimen perforated, 2d, die
II, SG 254s. MUH. (3)
$100
843
French Pacific and France, various sets and singles including
New Caledonia, French Antarctica, Wallis and Futana,
noted M/S, sheetlets, France National Philatelic Exhibition
M/S 1975 (20), an interesting selection, (CV £600). MUH.
(approx 100)
$150

The Gilbert and Ellice Islands Protectorate was established in 1892 in the
Central Pacific Ocean, named after the first two island groups that were
declared part of the new territory. More islands were added later including
Butaritari one of the group that made up sixteen islands in the Gilbert
group.
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852*
Great Britain, small collection house in a boxed superb
Philatelic Album by Stanley Gibbons Ltd., written up in the
finest copperplate lettering with issues from 1912-1951,
includes Royal Cypher wmk. set of 14 (no 9d green), 19121924 (SG 351-395); Block cypher wmk. set of 12, Empire
Exhibition 1924, 1925; 1924-1926 (SG 418-429); UPU to 2
1/2d, (SG 434-437); photogravure set of 11, 1934-1936 (SG
439-449); Silver Jubilee; Edward VIII, and KGVI set of 21
1937-1949 to pound, (SG 462-478b); 1940 centenary (6),
definitives 1941-1942 (6); 1946 Peace, 1948 Royal silver
wedding; 1948 games, 1949 UPU, 1951 High values (4),
1951 Festival of Britain. Stamps all appear to be MUH, an
exhibition presentation. (105)
$750

part

848*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria, sixpence pale lilac, 1856
issue, a pair (missing one perf) and a single, (SG 70). High
cv, mint. (3)
$100

849
Great Britain, 1841-50s bulk selection on album pages of
1d Red imperf. (blued paper) & 1d Red & 2d Blue perf,
issues inc 'letters lower corners' & letters in all 4 corners
issues, excellent range for plate no. Post Office numerals
& cancels (eg Black Maltese Cross), also inc 1860s-70s
selection of 1/2d, 1-1/2d, 3d, 4d & 6d issues, very high total
CV. Used. (147)
$120

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

part

850*
Great Britain, Queen Victoria 1883 series, 1 1/2d, 2d, 2 1/2d,
3d, 6d, and 9d, (SG 188-191, 194-195), (CV £2500). Fine
mint, several with trace of perf tone. (6)
$500

851*
Great Britain, Edward VII, one pound green, 'Specimen',
wmk three imperial crowns, (SG 266s). Very faint trace of
hinge, mint, scarce.
$500

853*
Great Britain, George V, 1929 UPU set to one pound on a
superb display sheet with a powerful drawing of St. George
and the dragon, (SG 434-438). MUH. (5)
$750
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
lot 852 part
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859
Great Britain, the Millennium Collection of stamps and FDCs
in Royal Mail prepared Presentation Case with Presentation
12 packs of MUH stamps and 12 FDCs, all in box as issued;
together with PNG annual stamp packs 1976, 1982, and
FDCs (about 50); New Zealand collector packs 1974,
1975; Australia International Year of Volunteers, Australia
Post 200 years Prestige Collection booklet, PNCs Bass and
Australian Legends and PO pack, stamped postcards (6);
AAT Huskies PO pack; world stamps on and off paper in
container, assorted literature mostly as PNG PO information
print outs on issues; five pins c.1930s and a Canberra 1927
florin. MUH, used. (100s)
$200

part

860
Hong Kong, a collection housed in a cliplock Aust. Post
album, with issues from 1945 Peace to 1997, all housed on
Hagner sheets, includes 1954 QE II set to $10, Churchill set,
new year issues from 1967, includes M/S, appears relatively
complete, (CV £1000). All appear to be MUH. (100s)
$250

854*
Great Britain, George V, 1934 set 2/6 to 10/- on a superb
display sheet with a powerful drawing of Britannia as seen
on the stamps, (SG 450-452). MUH. (35)
$400
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

861
India, postcards, a collection of used Indian picture
postcards, 1904-1906, many addressed to Burnie, Tasmania
(26); other parts of Australia (10) and worldwide (9), depict
a wide range of Indian scenes in both black and white and
colour. Mostly fine - very fine. (45)
$100

part

855*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II definitive collection housed in
a boxed superb Philatelic Album by Stanley Gibbons Ltd.,
written up in the finest copperplate lettering with issues
from 1952-2010, includes 1952-4 set to 1/6 Tudor crown,
Coronation, St. Edwards crown set to £1 (SG 536-556);
then an extensive collection of Machin series 1967-1993
including the Regional issues of Scotland, Northern Ireland
and Wales; 2010 Festival of Stamps set. Stamps all appear
to be MUH, an exhibition presentation. (100s)
$500

862
Luxembourg, 1870s-1980s accumulation on 3 Hagner
sheets, mostly very fine used with odd mint, many have very
high old CV values marked with the sets inc 1875 ($30),
1882 (set 12) ($175), 1882 officials ($50), 1891-3 ($60),
1921 ($35), 1923 o/print ($50), 1936 ($40), 1930 ($37),
1931 ($75) & more, total prices shown on Hagners is $600+.
Mint and used. (130)
$150

Ex Brian Maloney Collection.

856
Great Britain, a specialist's collection of decimal Machins in
small Lighthouse album, identified as varnished, glossy, thin
band, CB, PCP, dextrin, GA, PVA, side band & more, 1/2p
to 50p (130), also inc 36 blocks of 6, numbered in margin
(1/2p to 15p). MUH. (340+)
$100

863
Micronesia, Federated states of, collections of various issues,
stored in a PW stock book, sets and values to $10 includes
M/S, blocks and singles, 1984-1991 with some duplication,
(CV £480). MUH. (several 100)
$100

857
Great Britain, FDC's, a small group, c1953-1979. Used.
(60)
$50
858
Great Britain and some Australia, one large Vario classic
ring binders (GIGANT) and a Stanley Gibbons Major Cover
Album with slip cases holding covers, FDCs (approx 70), PO
packs (5), Players Cigarette card set (50) Kings and Queens
of England, and stamped cards (2) etc, mostly issues from
1984-2010. MUH and used. (approx 125)
$120
Ex Brian Maloney Collection.
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868
Netherland East Indies, Japanese occupation, dated and
addressed paper cards (3) two are dated 11.6.19 (11.6.1944),
and one 19.6.6 (6.6.1944); all fixed with Sumatra text and T
stamps (one double stamped), first two are on 10c NEI Queen
stamps, two on the last card for 5c and 12 1/2c Queens with
T stamps. Used. (3)
$100

part

864*
Military and commercial covers, mostly circa WWII, a
few earlier, noted 1d red military envelope AIF abroad
[illustrated], many fixed with stamps, includes military, naval
and RAAF (6), also noted OHMS registered cover fixed with
'OS' 4d and 1/2d dated 9 June (19)22. Used. (133)
$150

865
Monaco, bulk, 1956 Prince Rainier/Grace Kelly sets
including 15 sets to 100fr in one envelope (CV £81) plus
qty of full sheets of 25 & part sheets in bag inc 1, 2, 3, 5 &
15fr with up to 200 or more of each value, very high CV,
also inc 1956 FDC with 5 issues on cover & 1973 Red Cross
m/s, (CV £23). MUH, used. (1,000+)
$50

869*
Netherland East Indies, Japanese occupation, dated and
addressed cover 19.11.13 (13.11.1944) from Medan, fixed
with 2 NEI stamps 10c and 12 1/2c with O/P for 10 cents
(JSCA 11SS.1), use for Sumatra with text and T overprint.
Used and very rare.
$200

866
Nauru, a Seven Seas Album hingeless album of issues 19631986, mostly as MUH with a few M/S, a few earlier issues
included, together with Australia Post year books 1981
and 1993, various assorted stamp packs (35) and the PO
publication on Links. Mostly MUH. (lot)
$120

870*
Netherland East Indies, Japanese occupation, dated
and addressed cover 17.8.1945, stamped 'Independent
Indonesia', fixed with Japan and NEI stamps several are
overprinted with Indonesia P.T.T. on Japanese 1, 3, 5 and 6
sen, and issues of the NEI 7 1/2c, 2c, 10c and 15c and a 40
sen O/P on NEI and 'Repoeblik Indonesia' a Java printed
O/P, the NEI O/P for 10c and 15c are for Sumatra with text
and T overprint. Used.
$100

867*
Netherland East Indies, Japanese occupation, dated and
addressed cover 13.3.18 (13.3.43), from Medan, fixed with
Japan, KGVI Straits Settlements, Malaya (Perak and Negri
Sembilan) and NEI stamps include 3c, 3 1/2c, 4c, 5c (Postage
Due) and 7 1/2 c; these with block Sumatra hand overprints
in red or black, the Malaya state issues O/P with 'Dai Nippon
2602 Malaya' and the Straits Settlements 50c and $1 issues
with O/P with seal for (Malaya Military Government) (SG
type 1, Nos.J157, J158). Used.
$150
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871*
Netherland East Indies, Japanese occupation, dated and
addressed cover 20.5.46, from Medan, fixed with Japan
and NEI stamps several are overprinted with Indonesia
P.T.T. on Japanese 4 and 5 sen, and issues of the NEI 25c,
35c, 80c and one gulden O/P for Sumatra with text and T
overprint. Used.
$100

part

872*
New Guinea, Overprints on German New Guinea issues as
G.R.I. of various denominations; 1d on 3Pf. (SG 16); 1d on
5Pf. (SG 17); 2d on 10Pf. (SG 18); 2d on 20Pf. (SG 19); 2
1/2d on 10Pf. (SG 20); 2 1/2d on 20Pf. (SG 21); 8d on 80
Pf. (SG 26); high cat. value. MUH. (7)
$300

part

873*
Papua, set of the 1932-1940 pictorials in blocks of 4, 1/2d
to £1, 10/- and £1 blocks (illustrated), (SG 130-145, CV
£2000 mint and unused). MUH. (64)
$1,500
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874
Papua and New Guinea, a small collection housed on Hagner
sheets in a clip lock album, includes, Papua mint sets (2) of
the 1d overprints on issues 1/2d to 2/6 (SG 106-111); OS
O/P on 1/2d, 2d, 5d (SG 055, O58, O61); 1/2d green (SG
84w), 3d (SG 98), 1/- (SG 102); New Guinea, 1932 set of
OS O/P set 1d - 5/- (SG 042-054 CV £275) mint; 1931 set
of OS 1d to 5/- (2 sets) (SG 031-041 CV each set £225)
mint; 1925 OS set 1d to 2/- (6d with both shades), (SG 022030) mint; North West Pacific Islands, KGV 1/2d, 1d, (red
and violet), 2d (orange), 2d (red), 4d (violet), 4d (blue); 3d
kangaroo mostly MUH. Mint, a few MUH, an interesting
group. (71)
$400

881
Pope John Paul II, an extradordinary collection in eight large
clip lock folders and three small clip lock folders of stamps,
minature sheets, FDCs, post cards mostly from Poland
but all other countries that issued philatellic items from
visits of Pope John Paul II, includes sheetlets 1978-2002 of
Poland papal issues, the 1986 visit to Australia and PNG,
lot includes signed Papal document to Henry Owsinksi
dated 16.10,2006; photos as picture cards, photo cards
etc and FDCs (nearly 700 items); mostly from Poland but
many others from Vatican, Argentina, Chile, USA, African
countries, Spain, Lithuania, Philippines, South Amereican
countries. MUH, used. (100s)
$200
Ex H. Owsinksi Collection.

875
Papua New Guinea, a large accumulation of issues in three
stock books and a cliplock folder, issues from 1952-1980s
including £1 shooting fish mint and used, 10/- map (2 MUH),
(2 fine used); many in multiples and much duplication, also
noted PO packs (3), FDC (2); also noted some Tuvalu and
Bhutan. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$150

882
Solomon Islands, 2001 bird set 5c - $50, (SG 976-987), 40
complete sets as sheets, FV $3638. MUH. (100s)
$200
883
Solomon Islands, various sets including M/S, sheetlets,
multiples of birds 5c - $50, (SG 976-987); endangered species
(SG 1003-1006); much duplication, sheets etc, modern
attractive issues, stated FV $4750. MUH. (100s)
$250

876
Papua New Guinea, in a large envelope box, year set packs
(21), ie 1977, 1978 (4), 1980 (5), 1981 (10), 1982, PO packs
(150), modern booklets (30) all with some duplication.
MUH. (201)
$150

884
Swaziland, collection in an Ideal cliplock album, of issues
from 1963 - 2000, includes M/S, sheetlets etc a comprehensive
selection on Hagner sheets, (CV £445). MUH, a few CTO.
(100s)
$100

877
Papua New Guinea, a wide range of recent issues, including
M/S, sheetlets etc, much duplication, stated FV 1550 Kina,
($520 Aust). Appears MUH. (100s)
$200
878
Pitcairn Island, a range of issues including UPU (4 sets), silver
wedding, QEII 1953 set to 2/6, M/S, blocks and others, (cat
SG 2007 £350+). MUH. (lot)
$100
879
Poland, an extensive collection of (2,004) FDCs and a few
special commemorative covers stored in three large cartons
all in stored in 16 cliplock folders each folder of a specific
time frame, covers are stored in plastic holders; one folder
has a few used Polish stamps preceeding the covers. Used.
(2004)
$200

885*
Togo, 1914, 5 pfennig green overprinted Anglo-French
Occupation, in block of four, two unhinged. Mint. (1
block)
$120

Ex H. Owsinksi Collection.

880
Poland, a collection housed in a large carton of stamps
(400 +), FDCs and cards (225), M/S (42) etc relating to
Copernicus. The issues are in several large cliplock albums,
lot includes associated issues from several other countries
including Australia and Great Britain; lot also includes 7
Hagner sheets relating to the Olympic Games (18 covers);
another folder of Polish kings including overprints, and
another folder of FDCS, stamps etc. linked to Strzelecki
and another to Kosciuszko including banknotes MUH
stamps and a wide group of leaflets, an interesting thematic
accumulation; another fold of German and Egyptian issues
etc. MUH, mint and used. (100s)
$100

886
Vietnam, a range of issues some as blocks with much
duplication claimed CV £685 (SG 2007). MUH. (approx
5,021)
$100
887
World Wild Life Fund for Nature, in seven large cliplock
described folders of MUH stamps and covers with an added
descriptive text of animals, sea creatures and birds for various
countries issued from 1986-2003, lot includes a CD on
Antarctica. MUH and used. (approx 75 feature wildlife)
$100

Ex H. Owsinksi Collection.
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896
World, noted the Movaleaf illustrated stamp album filled
with several 1000 stamps, with useful pickings, also another
Triumph Illustrated Stamp Album, lot includes Australia,
kangaroos to 5/-, 2/- 3rd wmk., States and Commonwealth
issues, Austria, Brunei, Canada, Fiji, France, Germany,
Gold Coast, Great Britain, Greece, India, Turkey etc, more
contained in another six albums together with a box and lots
of loose issues in packets. Used - MUH (1,000s).
$150

888
World, a wide range, including much British Commonwealth
in cellophane envelopes, noted Faroe Islands, PNG, Fiji,
New Hebrides, stated 2007 SG (CV £1400). Appears MUH.
(100s)
$250
889
World, a wide range, including British Commonwealth,
Faroe Islands, stated 2007 SG (CV £1300). Appears MUH.
(100s)
$200

897
World, booklets, strong in British Commonwealth, stored
in a self sealed envelopes box, some duplication but a wide
range strong in issues c.1980 but also some earlier. MUH.
(210 booklets)
$120

890
World, accumulation of MUH set issues etc, with many from
the British Commonwealth including Faroe Islands, New
Caledonia, Finland, African countries, some thematic sets,
(CV £800). Mostly MUH. (100s)
$150

898
World, an accumulation of booklets many from PNG, and
British Commonwealth, a few foreign including Greenland,
Czech Republic etc. MUH. (about 100)
$100

891
World, a wide range, including much British Commonwealth
in celephane envelopes, noted Faroe Islands, PNG, Fiji, SWA,
Poland, stated 2007 SG (CV £900). Appears MUH. (100s)
$150

899
World, 1981 Royal Wedding selection on Hagner sheets,
includes m/s, covers and booklets, good lot for resale. MUH.
(100s)
$70

892
World, thematic collection of colourful issues housed in
a large Prinz stock book, mostly British Commonwealth,
animals and birds, flowers, scouting, includes M/S, blocks,
noted Kenya, Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda 1960 QEII set
to 20/-, similar for UPU blocksof 4, Vanuatu, Tanzania, and
many other countries, (CV £1200+). Mostly MUH. (100s)
$300

900
World, mostly as a thematic collection of 110 sheetlets or
M/S, and 360 stamps, all very colourful with a relatively high
catalogue value all neatly stored in a 64 page, Lighthouse
black stock book. MUH. (100s)
$150

893
World, stored in a large LST stock book, strong in thematic
theme, pictorials, M/S, sheetlets, singles etc, noted Ghandi
from St. Vincent M/S and sheetlet of Marilyn Monroe and
Joe Montana, Lesotho trains and butterflies, Cuba fish, 1992,
2000 Olympics, aircraft, trains, lizards etc, Zaire shells and
fish M/S, NZ M/S (health etc), Scouting various M/S etc.
A very large accumulation of different issues, CV £1000
approx. MUH. (100s)
$150

901
World, a large Schaubek stock of issues mostly as M/S, sets
and strong in thematic issues, Presley, birds, animals, fish,
plants, butterflies, Royalty, from various world countries,
(CV £1100). MUH. (100s)
$200
902
World, a large Schaubek stock of issues mostly as M/S, sets
and strong in thematic issues, scouting, planes, ships, birds,
animals, fish, plants, butterflies, Royalty, from various world
countries, (CV £900). MUH. (100s)
$150

894
World, a wide range, including British Commonwealth on
small Hagners, British Atarctic Territory, Maldive Islands,
Solomon Islands, Fiji, RSA, etc. stated 2007 SG (CV £520).
Appears MUH. (100s)
$100

903
World, an extensive range of world stamps in a large box
with issues from A - Z in five large binders fixed with A4
sheets, together with a Meteor Stamp album and a small
stock book, lot includes two boxes containing stamps and
FDCs, a few postcards and various soft cover peripheral
stamp literature. Mint and used. (1,000s)
$100

895
World, an accumulation of various issues in 5 stock books
and 2 cliplock folders; includes collections and accumulations
of Fiji from 1937 - QEII c.1970 and later issues; similar for
Christmas Island, Nauru to 1980s, PNG, Norfolk Island and
New Zealand; other issues include colourful Disney stamps
from BWI and other places, issues used from USA, Canada,
Central Europe in quantity, Great Britain, Australia c.1987,
many on Hagners. MUH, mint and used. (many 100s)
$150

904
World, post cards featuring pretty ladies, mostly 1910-1920s
many from the USA, of an 'art deco' style, individually they
sell in the USA for $20/card. Fine, some used all separated
by cellophone envelopes. (70)
$100
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